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Commodore’s Welcome
Welcome to the 2011 Year Book for the Troon Cruising Club.
It was with great excitement that I received the printers’
proof from our Editor, Doug Lamont. It proved to be a very
entertaining read and one which I am sure you will enjoy.
The exploits of the Club members continues to stretch across
the globe – New Zealand, Iberia, the Baltic and slightly closer
to home in the Caledonian Canal, and west coast of Scotland.
It will give us all inspiration to broaden our sailing horizons for
future years.
Last winter saw the delivery of our new boat transporter,
after many long hours work by numerous Club members. It
is very fitting that the principle designer and driving force,
Don Lindsay, has taken pen to paper to document the story
behind the project. It is fitting also that this year saw Don
became Honorary Member of the Club and receive the John
MacFarlane trophy – recognition of the many years of service
given to the Club.
It is great to see new contributors to the year book, along
with the members whose exploits we have followed for many
years. I urge you all to keep a note of your cruises, take some
pictures, and submit something for the next year’s journal.
Let us make Doug’s job even more challenging than it
already is.
Without the support of our advertising sponsors the
production of the year book of such a quality standard would
be challenging and so we extend our thanks.
Finally I must thank Doug for his sterling job in producing
another quality Year Book.
To quote William Ward, ‘The pessimist complains about the wind;
the optimist expects it to change; the realist adjusts the sails’.
So here is to fair winds, good sailing and the energy to be a
realistic sailor.
Helen Thompson
Commodore 2011
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Convenor’s Reports…
Retiring Commodore’s Comments
Over the past year our membership has remained
relatively stable with some members failing to renew
and new members coming on board.

www.kylechandlers.co.uk

The Club finances are in a healthy state due to our
various convenors being budget conscious and having
no major projects at the moment.
The past year has seen the wall moorings riser chains
repairs and replaced. Thanks to Jack Gairns for
managing the clubs input to the project, making sure
that the majority of moorings have been occupied.
The Social Convenors, Hilary Whiteside and Gary Muir,
have led the social
events, giving us a
Mediterranean Evening,
Barbecue, Ceilidh and
Burns Supper. As the
numbers who attended
these events will testify
they have done a great
job and I believe made
a small profit, although
not intended. This
year Hilary is stepping
down from being Social
Convenor to be a Granny
and a big thank you to
Hilary.
Racing had a mixed season with the Wacky Races
attracting a good number of boats every Wednesday.
Numbers attending races on weekends could be
disappointing but I am sure Ken Stott and his Racing
Committee will endeavour to bring out more boats.
Thanks to Ken and his committee for all their hard
work.
Several musters had to be abandoned due to the
weather although the musters to Largs and Lamlash
were well attended with several members travelling to
Largs by car for the meal.

all these and more in stock at competitive prices
Kyle Chandlers
Troon Yacht Haven
Troon
KA10 6DJ
01292 311880
sales@kylechandlers.co.uk
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Open seven days a week

Thanks to John Haston for keeping our clubhouse
comfortable and diligently attending to any repairs
needed.
This year you will have noticed that the Yearbook has a
new Editor, Douglas Lamont. Thanks Doug, for taking
over from Jim Goodlad. I would appeal to anyone with
a story to tell to put it down in print and send it to Doug
for inclusion in next year’s Yearbook.
It is with great sadness and regret that I have to report
the passing of two club members, Ron Balish and Ainslie
McCrindle. Ron Balish, Honorary Member, was heavily

involved in the negotiations of our lease at the time of
the Marina being built and we owe him a great debt.
Ainslie McCrindle of Blue Hackle was a keen racer, and
won the 50th Anniversary Cup, and on being presented
with the trophy, returned it to the Club, and asked for it
to be competed for annually. Our sympathies go out to
their families and friends.
Over the past year, Don Lindsay designed and
constructed a new transporter for the club to move
boats around the compound. In July, Don formally
handed over the transporter and it was pleasing to see
a large turn-out of members. The Club is indebted to
Don and all the members who contributed.
Over the next year
the Club will have to
make a major decision
regarding the dinghy
cages, whether to move
them, renew or repair
them. Either way, this will
need to be addressed
and considerable capital
will be needed for this
project.
The garage workshop
has had a spring clean
and good tidy up. New
equipment being provided, two new battery chargers
and a sander with vacuum. Thanks to Kyle Stewart and
David Hutton.
No club can run efficiently without a secretary/treasurer
and we have one of the best to deal with admin, Babs
Henderson. Special thanks to Babs for keeping me on
the straight and narrow.
This year Andrew Duffin, Hilary Whiteside and Euan
MacKinnon are leaving the Council.
Andrew was in charge of the newsletter, and thanks
to him for all his work. Euan MacKinnon is leaving as
his new business requires more of his time. Thanks to
Euan. As previously mentioned Hilary is leaving to be a
Granny!
I would like to thank everyone who supported me
during my year as Commodore. It has been an honour
and privilege to serve the Club. I would like you to give
the same support to Helen Thomson, our incoming
Commodore.
May you all have fair winds and favourable tides for
2011.
George Whiteside
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Convenor’s Reports (continued)
Finance Convenor’s Report 2010
The Accounts presented to the members are those for the year
to 31 December 2010. The deficit for the year was £9900, split
between capital spend of £13300 and an ordinary operating
surplus of £3400.
The membership number for the year has remained steady. As
expected the increase in membership fees and berthing rights
fees has brought in an additional £2000 of income.
The Yearbook once again ran at a surplus, thanks mainly to the
efforts of Doug Lamont to sell advertising space.
The Club was also the beneficiary of a legacy from the Estate of
Ms M Murdoch to the value of £300.

Troon Cruising Club
members will always find a
warm welcome at Largs!
At the end of your day’s sail enjoy the unique atmosphere of Scotland’s finest
marina where you can dine in the restaurant or club, relax in the bars or cafe,
browse the chandlery and shops and refresh in the showers.
At Largs Yacht Haven we have everything a yachtsman needs –
Diesel, petrol, gas and ice available 24 hours
5% discount on cash fuel sales to RNLI members
700 berths fully serviced with power and water.
FREE holding tank pump out
24 hour toilets, showers and laundry
Waste disposal
FREE WiFi throughout the marina
Newly refurbished restaurant/bar opening as Scotts@Largs
Call ahead on VHF Channel 80 or telephone 01475 675333 for a warm welcome!
www.yachthavens.com
Join our facebook page at www.facebook.com/largsyachthaven for the latest news

Bank interest has also dropped this year in part due to the
continued depressed bank rate, and the reduction in capital in
the bank due to the funding of the new hoist.
As expected gas and electricity have increased from last year.
However, Babs spent a bit of time renegotiating new tariffs so
things are better than they could have been.
Increased insurance reflects our disclosure of the new hoist.
The HMRC were in touch this year and taxed us on bank interest
received in the previous three years. This will be an ongoing
commitment.
Finally the major expenditure on capital item was the
manufacture of the new hoist. This eventually totalled £13,150.
This was slightly over budget but the ongoing changes in spec
on the project was to be expected given the size of the project.
An initial budget for the coming year shows a loss of £700
before capital items. But capital items have been formalised. No
increase in fees is proposed this year.
Helen Thomson
Cruising Report 2010
Opening Muster – The opening Muster from Troon to Largs
Yacht Haven was held on Saturday 1 May 2010, alongside
the Blue Peter Trophy race and this was well attended with
seventeen boats participating in total with eight starting the
race. Conditions at the start were favourable with strengthening
winds later and a number of boats had to retire due to
equipment failure, and Seamew broke a rudder and had to sail
back to Troon. A three course dinner with drinks was held in the
evening at Largs Sailing Club and this was enjoyed by over forty
of our members.
Lamlash Muster – Sixteen boats made their way from Troon
to Lamlash on Saturday 29th May, in very pleasant sunny
conditions with light winds. After finding a mooring buoy
(if lucky) or anchoring, as it was busier than usual, we all
enjoyed a great night at the Drift Inn which had laid on a
Blues Band and later the Pier Head Tavern and possibly other
such establishments. On the sail back to Troon, dolphins were
spotted playing off Holy Island and a Minkie Whale which was
becoming a regular sight!
King’s Cross Muster – Scheduled for 12 June but cancelled due to
poor weather and strong winds.

Awarded 5 Gold Anchors by The Yacht Harbour Association
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Colintraive Muster – Scheduled for 14 August but due to light
winds from the North/North East, none of the boats made it
as far as Colintraive and most ended up in either Millport or
Lamlash. Minkie Whale spotted again off Ardrossan on way back
to Troon.
Caladh Muster – Scheduled for 28 August but cancelled due to
poor weather and strong winds from the North.
Tarbert Muster – Eight boats started the Tarbert Trophy Race in
reasonable conditions with a heavy swell and light to moderate
winds from the West. However, after reaching Ardrossan, the
seas became rough and the wind became Northerly. Facing a
long and arduous beat up to Tarbert, most boats (either racing
or cruising) retired to various other location, depending on their
position, or returned to Troon where the weather became fair
and sunny with winds out of the South/South West (as forecast).
Closing Muster – The Closing Muster saw us heading once more
from Troon to Largs Yacht Haven on Saturday 25 September
in conjunction with the Thistle Trophy Race and this was well
attended with sixteen boats participating in total. Once again
we enjoyed a three course dinner with drinks at the Largs Sailing
Club in a more informal setting than the Opening Muster and
a great night was had by over thirty of our members and their
guests.
2010 Cruising Summary – As can usually be expected, the
weather took its toll on a number of the scheduled events for
the 2010 season and the wind seemed to hold in the North or
North-West for longer than usual and many of the destinations
in this direction were just not feasible or possible, given the
time allocated. Many of our members with time of their hands,
managed to cruise to far-off destinations and Martin McArthur
was the worthy winner of the Redwing Trophy for his cruise to
Royan at the mouth of the Gironde River in South-West France.
Cruising Awards 2010
Redwing Trophy: Martin McArthur, Talisman
Tankard Trophy: Martin McArthur, Talisman
Nautical Narrative: Jim and Margaret Goodlad, Bali Voe
Euan MacKinnon
Troon Cruising Club Racing Report for 2010
The 2010 Racing season was another somewhat difficult with
poor weather affecting a number of the passage races. A
number of the local races also suffered from lack of boats
competing.
For 2010 we returned to the six race format for the spring,
autumn and frostbite series.
The Wednesday night pursuit races were reasonably well
supported. Approximately 22 boats took part but more
participants would be welcome.
In the passage and local Saturday/Sunday races 14 different
boats competed. 60 Boats have club handicaps.

Rothesay Muster – Scheduled for 3 July to coincide with the
overnight UFG Trophy Race from Troon to Rothesay, but
cancelled due to poor weather and strong winds from the
North-west.

In conjunction with the boatowners meeting a racing section
meeting was held on the 24th of january. While the racing
programme for 2011 is not yet formulated it was thought
that we should run a number of wacky style pursuit races on
Saturdays or Sundays over the summer months and i hope that
members will participate in these races

Lochranza Muster – Four boats started the Arran Trophy Race
from Troon to Lochranza on Saturday 24 July in blustery
conditions with occasional rain, and all racers returned to
Troon after finishing due to inclement weather. Only Trig and
Seamew, having cruised there, stayed the night at Lochranza.

The club championship was again won by Ken Andrew. Trophies
were presented at the dinner dance and more prizes presented
at the racing meeting on the 24th of january. The remaining
are prizes to David Hutton, Rick James, Bill Anderson and Ian
Beveridge.
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I would like to thank all the members who acted as officers of
the day particulary those who do not take part in the racing.
I would just ask members to remember that some of the ood,s
may not know all of the members and boats. For the wacky
pursuit races it is important that boats that are competing
should sail close to the dolphin and report their name, their
boat’s name and whether they are sailing the long or the short
course.
I would like to thank my committee for assisting me in
managing the racing during the year and i would in particular
like to thank John Mackinnon who has produced the
instructions for this year’s racing. Thanks also to Ewan Black for
producing window and noticeboard posters for the races.
I look forward to more members competing in the races in
2011.
Racing Awards 2010
Spring Series — 1 Hoodlum : 2 Ariadne : 3 Stevie B
Blue Peter — 1 Hoodlum : 2 Gannet : 3 Nuage
Largs Return Race — 1 Nuage
Mullach Mhor — 1 Nuage : 2 Ariadne : 3 Oberon
Hamilton Rock — 1 Ariadne
Lady Isle — 1 Nuage : 2 Petra
Crews Race — 1 Mako : 2 Malibu : 3 Ariadne
50th Anniversary Cup — 1 Nuage : 2 Hoodlum : 3 Eliza
Arran Trophy — 1 Mako : 2 Nuage
Prestwick Prom Race — 1 Nuage : 2 First Foot
Autumn Series — 1 Nuage : 2 Ariadne
Frostbite Series — 1 Ariadne : 2 Stevie B
New Years Day — 1 Hoodlum : 2 Ariadne : 3 Malibu
Club Champion — Ken Andrew Nuage
Wednesday Wacky (long course)
May — Hunters Moon, June — Malibu, July — Mako
August — Hunters Moon
Wednesday Wacky (short course)
April — Hunters Moon, May — Just Nimbus, June — Footloose
July — Rainbow Rider, August — Redwings
Wednesday Points League
Long Course — Hunters Moon, Short Course — Redwings
Ken Stott

Social Convenor’s Report
In April the lift-in was completed successfully with the
ladies of the club, ably assisted by Gary, up to their usual
high standard in the galley. Thanks to everyone who
donated, baking, soup or their precious time.
The Mediterranean evening was in May, when a good
turn out of members enjoyed various dishes with our bar
staff keeping our skippers’ and crews’ thirsts at bay.
In July despite the pouring rain 83 brave members and
friends came along to the Club’s 50th Anniversary Race
Social barbecue.
The lift-out in October was a very long haul due to the
large number of boats coming out that day but thanks
to all our willing volunteers in the galley, the troops were
fed and watered.
The RNLI also benefitted by selling their Christmas cards
and gifts on the day.
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A New Members Evening at the end of October was
well attended, giving them the opportunity to meet the
Council and put names to faces.
At the Ceilidh Dance and Prize Giving in November,
70 members and guests participated in a very happy
evening at the South Beach Hotel. Many thanks for
raffle prizes donated by P&O Ferries, Kyle Chandlers,
Hillhouse Quarry, McCluskeys, Duncan Yacht Chandlers,
Conway Hair & Beauty and members of the club. Also in
November in the Clubhouse, John and Cathy Lewis, long
standing members of the club, enthralled our members
with their sailing trip to Norway, giving us all food for
thought for the happy sailing days to come. Many thanks
both for all your efforts.
In December the Children’s Christmas party was attended
by 17 children with lots of goodies and party games. A
special thank you to Santa and everyone who helped
make the day a success.
Duncan Yacht Chandlers visited the Club in January,
giving a demonstration of clothing and navigational
instruments to our many eager members who came
along on the night.
This year’s Burns Supper was held in the Bunker. A good
turn out of members and friends resulted in a memorable
night, thanks to our talented members who took part in
this happy event.
Special thanks to everyone for all their support and
efforts over the past year, especially Babs, Gary and Ewan.
Hilary Whiteside
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Clubhouse Report
It’s been a busy year for me, the TCC clubhouse. I have hosted
many social evenings, racing and boat owners meetings, first aid
courses, a club boat jumble, and provided a café and recreation
room to welcome sailors and their guests all year round.
My interior walls and ceiling were repainted last winter, which
smartened me up a lot. Thanks to all for their help.
I have bought two club chairs, preferentially for use by senior
or infirm members or guests. There are no plans to buy more at
the moment, so please look after these ones. I also have some
smart new furniture for my committee room thanks to Gillian.
Someone left the front door unlocked and I was raided last
summer. Several items were taken including cash from my
committee room and the door damaged.
Our attempt at recycling last year was a dismal failure, partly
due to the similarity of the two wheelie bins. Both became
mixed with recyclable and general waste, so we are back to the
one waste bin at present. We are looking at getting a recycling
station, but due to the costs this would only be viable with a
grant, possibly from the RYA Green-Blue scheme.
If you didn’t know, I have a library in my committee room. We
hope to get a list of the books available on the new web site.
Ask a council member for access to the committee room to
borrow books, and note any books taken in the register book. If
you want new books or DVDs please let us know.
There is a possibility of a equipping me with a VHF shore station.
This could be used to contact boats in the harbour or near
Troon, and could benefit the racing team.
Thanks to everyone for their help during the year, especially to
Bill for looking after the essential supplies in my galley!
Your Clubhouse (c/o John Haston)

OPEN FOR BREAKFAST FROM 9am DAILY – FOOD SERVED ALL DAY TILL LATE • COFFEES & PASTRIES AVAILABLE TO SIT IN OR
TAKE AWAY • HEATED TERRACE OVERLOOKING THE MARINA • FANTASTIC RANGE OF CHAMPAGNES, WINES & COCKTAILS
SCOTTS AT TROON YACHT HAVEN
Harbour Road, Troon KA10 6DJ
01292 315 315
www.scotts-troon.co.uk

SCOTTS AT LARGS YACHT HAVEN
Irvine Road, Largs KA30 8EZ
01475 686 684
www.scotts-largs.co.uk
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OHANA SKYE BOUND

Don’t leave it to chance…

Simon Eves

DW SHAW
can provide help and expertise
whatever your legal problem.

…
…
…
…
…
…
…

Property & Conveyancing
Business Law
Finance
Family Law
Wills & Estates Planning
Compensation Claims
Court

Troon to Oban
The fun of creating of a cruise always begins for me
around Christmas time. We have a framed chart of the
West Coast of Scotland on the wall in the kitchen and
plans come easily with a wine glass in one hand, plotting
routes and distances with walking fingers over the
inviting admiralty colours and contours.
The family vote had been for a hot holiday in 2010,
Eurocamp in the south of France beckoned for two weeks.
To get my fix of sailing, my wonderful wife and family
were prepared to wave me off for a week with some
friends and so the plans started early. How far can you
get in a week? But how much further can you get if we
take the boat north a few weeks before? Well, the answer
is – a lot further! My objective was to get out to the Outer
Hebrides – it was years since I had been there – and to
circumnavigate Skye. Oh, and to avoid civilisation as
much as possible, no pontoons or shore power. Stretch
the water supplies, who needs to wash?
We planned to take a weekend to sail Ohana to Oban,
return two weeks later for the seven day cruise from
Oban back to Oban, then do the return trip to Troon the
following weekend. Three different crews were organised,
Kerrera berth booked, tasks allocated. All highly planned
and organised – apart from the Brian factor. But this
comes later.

AYR OFFICE
34A Sandgate
Ayr KA7 1BW
01292 265033

TROON OFFICE
20 West Portland Street
Troon KA10 6AB
01292 312577

MAUCHLINE OFFICE
9 Earl Grey Street
Mauchline KA5 5AB
01290 550249

enquiries@dwshaw.co.uk www.dwshaw.com
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CUMNOCK OFFICE
Royal Bank Buildings, Glaisnock Street
Cumnock KA18 1BT
01290 421484

aim for Portavadie and take the canal route the next day.
Passages under engine like this are fairly uneventful, but
do allow for extended eating. Graeme excelled himself
– for someone who had not been on a boat before, his
training at Nick Nairn’s came into play as he made the
galley his home while the rest of us played dodgems with
HMS Daring which was out carrying out sea trials round
the north end of Arran.
This was my first time into Portavadie. We arrived at dusk,
in time to see the lights at the pontoon ramp come on.
Bizarre! The buildings looked like something transported
straight from London’s financial district, so much glass
and steel with changing light colours and effects. Total
contrast to Tarbert, and for me, a much more favourable
location with superb facilities and restaurant. With the
office closed and not opening till after we planned to
leave the next day, Willie left our honesty payment for the
overnight berth with the bar staff. Very trusting.
Next day we left at 07.06 hrs to be at the Ardrishaig
sealock when it opened. We were joined by a Hunter
Impala and a brand new Jeanneau 36i (on a delivery trip
The Impala which broached spectacularly in the Firth of Lorne

So came 14 May, the start of the delivery trip to Oban, mid
Friday afternoon. Boat all stocked, crew briefed, ready to
go. With me were Graeme McDonald, Jeff Loeliger and
Willie Henry. Willie had some sailing experience with me
before, Jeff’s experience comprised a corporate day out
on an America’s Cup thoroughbred and Graeme – well,
zilch. The wind was a light northerly but the forecast was
for stronger winds overnight so decision was taken to
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to Norway), so space in the locks was not a problem.
The sun shone all the way through the canal, so minimal
midge attacks, and we were through in about seven
hours. Graeme and Willie operated lock gates, leaving
Jeff and myself to run the boat. By the time we got out of
Crinan sealock, the wind had freshened from the south
east and we had a superb run up towards Dorus Mhor,
making 7–8 knots. We needed to make fast passage time
as the tide was about to turn and all three boats were
aiming to get through the Sound of Luing on that tide. It
was a memorable sail, bright sunshine, fast sailing on a
reach - the grins on everyone’s faces said it all!
We made it. The wind had lessened and we now had a
slightly uncomfortable following sea, but we were still
making reasonable speed and soon reached the Sound of
Insh beside Easdale. However the crew of the Impala had
clearly decided that this had become too tame. They were
perhaps half a mile behind off our port quarter when their
spinnaker was launched and we smugly watched with
mugs of tea in our hands as they struggled to control the
boat as the spinnaker filled. Smugness turned to alarm as
their veering course began to take them closer and closer
to us – clearly they had picked up considerable speed but
all their efforts were focused on controlling their boat and
they had obviously lost sight of us. Impala very nearly
became Impaler - we carried out an emergency gybe
and watched as they shot past us, probably about 100
yards away. It was really only a matter of time, and they
broached spectacularly a few minutes later dead ahead
of us. We passed them again as they were sorting out
the aftermath and they followed us into Puilladobhrain,
anchoring at the opposite end of the anchorage!
The night was peaceful, as it is so often there, and we
stayed on board, played crazy scrabble and drank some
superb single malt which had been a Christmas gift. We
were tired but pleased to have made such good progress
and we could afford to relax in the morning as we were
so close to our destination. We motored to Oban next day
through completely still water and tied up in Kerrera. Lo
and behold, next to us was Sweet Dreams, an unbelievably
beautiful boat built in wood from scratch by the husband
and wife owners who had been the Eurythmics music
producers. Having left the music business, they went to
a boat building course, commissioned a design, and set
about building the boat of their dreams. I would hate the
annual varnishing routine. We tidied up and enjoyed the
morning sun before leaving to catch the afternoon train
back to Glasgow.
No, not a member of ‘Sweet Dreams’ crew

The circumnavigation of Skye
Work was busy for me in the next two weeks, so Brian
More, one of the crew for the week long trip volunteered
to buy stores and prepare menus. Relieved of this burden,
I forwarded him a list of the stores which were already on
the boat and left him to it. The afternoon of Friday 28th
May came, and Brian, myself, David Vernon and Billy Small
drove to Oban with the car full of clothes, waterproofs
and the stores Brian had purchased. All had been sailing
with me before and in a previous life, Brian had been an
offshore fishing boat skipper, mostly shooting nets west
of St Kilda.
It was when lifting the bags of stores onto the jetty for
the ferry trip across to Kerrera that I noticed a bottle
of cooking oil. “But we already have cooking oil on the
boat? Why the extra one?” I enquired of Brian. “Oh… but
I thought the list you sent me were the stores I had to
buy…..?” came the completely unexpected reply. There
was nothing for it – we had a major shop to do and it
would have to be Saturday morning. So we enjoyed a
fantastic meal in the Oban Pier restaurant, David, Billy and
I groaning with laughter, while poor Brian groaned over
his mistake!
First thing Saturday, we completed our purchases in Tesco,
filled the fuel and water tanks and left Kerrera at 12.49hrs.
The day started overcast, misty and cold, with little wind
so we motored towards the entrance to the Sound of Mull
while having lunch. The wind filled in from the north a
few miles north of Craignure so we tacked up the sound.
Why is the wind always against you in the Sound of Mull?
In all my years, I have only once enjoyed a following wind
there.
Tobermory looked full and besides, it is civilisation, with
pontoons, water and shore power and we were on a
mission! The Isle of Muck sounded a much better bet.
So we sailed past and made for Ardnamurchan Point. By
this time, the sun was out but the wind lessened so we
decided to use the engine.
It is a horrible feeling when you press the engine starter
button and nothing happens. Nothing, no clicking,
no engine coughing, nothing. No wind to sail, and
Ardnamurchan suddenly seems very close. It has to be an
electrical problem – so out with the tools and multimeter
and a logical hunt for the problem. It turned out that the
solenoid on the neutral side of the starting circuit was
not playing ball and with jiggery-pokery, we managed to
bypass it. Boy I was glad to hear the engine readily start
and we set course for Port Mor on Muck, arriving there
19.31hrs.
It was one of those beautiful still evenings with an
amazing sunset over the island, and we really felt we
were on our way, despite the stores and engine hiccups!
I was keen to let the guys see Kinloch Castle on Rum, but
were unsure of opening times. Brian’s iPhone internet
connection soon found us a phone number and we
were able to set up a tour just for us on the following
afternoon. Sitting in the cockpit watching the sun set,
reducing the level in the single malt bottle a little further
with a mobile phone in your ear – surreal!
Sunday 30th May started clear but cold. A light northerly
wind was blowing, and we left Muck at 09.35hrs wrapped
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Kinloch Castle, Rum

up for warmth, with woolly hats down to our eyes and
scarfs up to our noses – very Ninja. We tacked up the
Sound of Eigg and then the Sound of Rum towards
Scresort, and anchored off the new pier at 13.04hrs. Time
for lunch – by this time it was flat calm, the sun had really
warmed up and we ate alfresco – complete change to a
few hours earlier. Then ashore and a walk to the castle.
It is years since I had landed there and was impressed
to see development and activitiy evident all round – a
lively community! The tour was given by a fantastically
enthusiastic youngster from Glasgow who was now
working on the island. We were treated to a working
demonstration of the orchestrion which I am not sure he
was really supposed to do.

set a course for Lock Skipport. It was easy, but at times,
frustrating sailing as the wind strength fluctuated but by
early afternoon we came just north of Ornish Island and
removed the sails.

Back on the boat, we set off for Loch Scavaig in the late
afternoon sun. With little wind again, we motored towards
the Cuillins taking in the truly awesome views all around
us. Our objective was Loch na Cuilce right at the head of
Loch Scavaig. The sun was low as we entered, casting long
cold shadows, but then we were in and able to anchor
towards the east side which still had sunshine. Having
eaten, we went ashore to explore round Loch Coruisk but
the midges eventually beat us back. By then, it was nearly
dark, totally still and the silence was palpable. Sitting in
the cockpit with coffees, we spoke in low voices so not to
disturb the peace.

The gusts began to get stronger, with some gusts up to
30 knots. All the boats were veering on their anchors
but we suddenly aware that the boat ahead of us was
dragging. Before we could shout a warning, they had hit
the small island to leeward and the husband and wife
crew were out like a shot. They managed to start the
engine and began to reverse themselves towards the end

By this time, the sky had darkened and the wind had
begun to increase to around force 4, turning to the
south west. We motored into Wizard Pool, past three
big chartered Beneteaus and tucked ourselves right up
into the south east corner where we anchored. One boat
lay ahead of us, but there was plenty of room. The wind
was increasing, with squalls gusting in excess of force 5
now coming off the land. It is at times like this that I am
thankful for the perhaps oversized 20kg Delta anchor
Ohana has!

Loch Scavaig, Skye

Next day was bright and warm, with a light south easterly
wind. The next stage of the plan was to head west across
to South Uist. Much stronger south westerlies were
forecast for the next few days but we decided these
would be useful to blow us round the north tip of Skye.
We weighed anchor just before 09.00 hrs and engined
out of Loch Scavaig and into Soay Sound. We hoisted
sail and stopped the engine, and headed west for Rubh
an Dunain on the south west tip of Skye, and from there
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of the island but their anchor trip line was now fouled
round their keel. Somehow they cut the trip line loose and
as the boat drifted past the end of the island the anchor
held again. Our dinghy was deflated on the deck and
we felt helpless as we watched the drama and stress. We
were able to talk to them and establish that the keel had
grounded and there did not seem to be any hull damage
or leaks. They were shaken, but had coped incredibly well.
Next day, 1st June, we were up early to catch the tide to
carry us north. The wind had settled to a south west 4-5,
but it was grey and misty, with visibility down to perhaps
a mile. We ate a good breakfast and prepared the boat,
making soup and rolls for lunch and flasks of coffee and
tea. We weighed anchor just after 08.00 hrs, and threaded
our way out past the rocks and other yachts. While still in
the shelter of Skipport, we raised sails and headed out in
to the murk. The sea was lumpy but with a strong wind,
the boat took off and we had an exhilarating sail towards
Vaternish Point.
After a couple of miles, Billy gave a shout and pointed out
to the water just beside us. A dolphin, close to the boat.
No, two. No, loads! More than we could count, playing
around the boat and surfing down the waves and under
our bow. Wow! This went on for over an hour, with Brian
taking photos and video of it all.

By this time I had a revolt on my hands. As a fisherman,
Brian skippered boats with huge water tanks and had
daily hot showers on board. Not for him the life of an
ocean yachtsman, catching water from sails, protecting
the precious supplies of water. Perhaps he had a point,
and so we went ashore for showers in the restored
cottage lived in by the islands manager. Five pounds a
shower was declared a bargain and we emerged fresh and
clean again.
We had a lie-in the next morning – breakfast at 09.00! We
weighed anchor soon after 10.00 and meandered our
way out and turned south west to pass through Kyle Rona
into the Inner Sound. We spoke to Range Control on the
VHF and were advised there was no submarine activity (or
indeed beached submarines) so we could sail unhindered
towards Loch Alsh. The wind had returned to a fresh south
westerly so we had a fast beat down the Inner Sound
passing to the east of the Crowlin Islands. Despite my
assurances, Billy and Brian were fairly convinced the mast
might hit the Skye Bridge, and what is the safety drill if we
do? Pass on that, will consult Tom Cunliffe’s book tonight,
suspect he will have a cunning plan. Anyway, not an issue,
and we made a fast starboard turn into Kyleakin, breaking
all our rules and tying up on the pontoon for water. Brian
briefly jumped ship and returned with newspapers –
clearly this ocean yachtsman lark was beginning to get to

Eigg, arrived at Glamisdale at 12.20hrs and tied up to a
mooring buoy just off the old pier. We had lunch ashore
in the café just beside the pier, beefburger and chips but
all made using local produce and it tasted superb. While
the others went for a walk towards the new pier, I stayed
nearby in case the owner of the mooring returned.
We set off again at 15.05 hrs and set course for
Ardnamurchan. Still no wind so we motored through the
swell in the sunshine. As we gently followed the corner
to turn into the Sound of Mull, we became aware of the
fin of a basking shark ahead of us. It kept on the surface,
moving across our bow and I altered course to make
sure we would pass well clear of it. As we did so, the
shark turned quickly towards us, seemingly completely
oblivious of our presence and we very nearly hit it, only a
rapid 90º course change avoided the collision!
A late afternoon breeze had now set in and we had a
gentle sail up towards the entrance to Loch Sunart,
keeping close to the Ardnamurchan shore. We finally
arrived into Loch Drumbuie at 18.41 hrs and anchored
near the south shore. It was another superb evening,
warm and still, and we ate and sat outside till late into the
evening enjoying the surroundings and the occasional
late night noises of birds.
Next day, Friday, was an earlier start again and we left
Drumbuie just before 09.00. Once again, the weather had
totally changed and we had overcast skies but no rain.
Given that we were heading south down the Sound of
Mull, the wind duly obliged and we were faced with a
fresh southerly breeze into which we had to beat all the
way down. As I said before, why is the wind always against
me whichever way I go in the Sound of Mull?
By the time we reached Loch Aline entrance, the wind had
died so we motored down past Duart, on towards Oban,
and tied up in Kerrera at 16.15hrs.
There followed a quick clear up, cleaning programme
and time to have a meal in the small restaurant beside
the marina office. We walked back down the pontoons
to catch the ferry across to Oban and then to drive back
home to Glasgow.

Bottlenose dolphins played around Ohana for over an hour

Who checked the air draught?

Soon Vaternish Point appeared and was passed. The wind
began to ease and the pace slowed, but the visibility
cleared and we soon passed to the south of Eilean
Trodday, right on the north tip of Skye. This held a special
significance for Brian; one of the fishermen who drowned
when their boat hit the island a few years ago was a good
friend and colleague from years past.

him. While David, Billy and I sailed Ohana towards Kyle
Rhea, Brian disappeared below into a sea of newsprint to
catch up on the world.

As we turned south west to head for Rona, the wind
strengthened from the north west and we made a fast
passage in clearing skies and some sun. We arrived at
the entrance to Acarseid Mhor at 17.35 hrs and made our
way in. This is one of my favourite anchorages, intriguing,
sheltered and full of memories. It is quite different now of
course, with new owners, restored cottages and holiday
homes, but this has not changed it for me. The island
seems happier to be occupied again and all development
seems to have been carefully and tastefully done. The
enthusiasm of the island manager is engaging and
infectious!
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Oban to Troon
The next weekend I returned to Oban by train with an
all new crew. You will understand by now that, for some
reason, I seem to go through crew fairly quickly. I was
joined for this return trip by Graham Dinsmore (some big
boat experience from a time ago), Jim Lockhart (North
Sea offshore survey vessel experience) and Lindsay Foster
(zilch). So again, with a relatively inexperienced crew and
a suspect weather forecast, we decided to go through the
canal.
What whatever this crew lacked in experience, they made
up for with enthusiasm. I was encouraged out of my bunk
at 06.00 hrs with ‘tea or coffee?’ and we were under way
by 07.00 hrs. With a north westerly force 4, we quickly
headed down the Sound of Kerrera, through the Sound
of Insh and towards the Sound of Luing. The key was to
get through all the tidal gates before the tide turned. We
could then enter the canal, but I was not sure how far
through we might get.
As it turned out, we need not have worried. There were
few boats heading east and we made fast passage times,
using the locks left prepared by the boats heading west.
I did envy them though, it felt too early to be heading
back to the Clyde. We arrived at the Ardrishaig basin at
about 16.30 hrs, only to be told that the lock keepers had
taken an early break and we waited for almost 90 minutes
before they returned and began lock operations. We
eventually made our escape into Loch Gilp, sailed down
to Portavadie, arriving 20.12 hrs. The trip on to Troon
the next day was more uneventful, part sailing and part
motoring as the wind would allow.
So ended the trip so carefully planned. It actually worked
really well, we covered 391 miles by the log and we went
to all the places I planned. We had, for the most part, good
weather, great fun and good friendships strengthened.
One of my objectives in these trips is to have at least one
person with no sailing experience who wants to give it
a go, and more often than not, this results in a sailing
convert!
We will see…

May provided some sun and serious fun

Kyle Rhea was on form, we shot through at speed with
a strong tide under us and we headed for Isle Ornsay for
the night. No visit to the anchorage is complete without
a pint of Guinness from the hotel and the evening was
warm enough for us to sit outside. There we were with
waterproof jackets on the table with a stack of lifejackets
on top, with the Rona showers already a distant memory
and still someone staying in the hotel comes across to
ask if we have come from one of the boats? Full marks for
observation!
The hot sun was back next morning, really back. There
was no wind at all and we left just before 09.00 hrs to
have breakfast underway. As we passed the Point of
Sleat it seemed strange to see all the places we had been
at earlier in the week slowly coming into view on our
starboard side – Rhum, Soay, Scavaig. We set a course for
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FROM CRANE TO CRADLE…
Born out of necessity Don Lindsay tells the story
of Troon Cruising Club’s new boat transporter
The 2009 autumn TCC newsletter gave us the dreaded
news that the days of our hoist were very much
numbered. As I read this I remembered having considered
making a replacement six years earlier. My time at Linco
was now running out and retirement beckoned so it
was now or never as I set to designing a modern hoist.
This time it was most important that this hoist’s main
components were galvanised so that this machine would
not suffer from the same problem as the previous one,
corrosion from the inside, which is also affecting the Forth
Road Bridge.
After talking with the Council a meeting was arranged
and a study drawing was put before them to see if it was
of interest to the club. They decided to go forward on the
project but cost would be all important. I had to strike a
balance between engineering excellence and commercial
quality components without compromising the finished
machine.
The study drawing was then submitted to John Haston
for stress analysis. John did a great job. He highlighted
that making the two longitudinal members, originally
to be manufactured using ‘I’ beams, would not cope
with the torque involved when lifting a six ton boat. He
also advised that the ram bars in the hoist cylinder be
increased from 75mm diameter to 100mm diameter just
to be on the safe side.
Around this time, as luck would have it, I was collecting
material for Linco from Willie Hogg an ‘old member of
TCC’. As usual he enquired as to the goings on at the club.
I told him of the new venture and about the material
problems involved in the hoist. The TCC gods beamed
down that day. Willie said he had some square hollow
section left over from a change in design in a recent job. If
it was suitable he could let us have it at a good price. The
sizes were given to John Haston who confirmed that it
would be first class for our job.
A new design was then drawn, costed again and
presented to the council who confirmed it would be taken
to the AGM for the perusal of the members. At this time
Doug Lamont created a graphic visualisation from my
drawing to help the discussion at the AGM.

At the AGM the proposal was carried unanimously by
the courageous and forward thinking members, and so
construction began. Now Jim Falconer (Cloud Nine) came
in on the hydraulic side of things. He specified the engine,
hydraulic pump, tank, valves and steering unit, all of
which he procured at advantageous prices, which were of
course passed on to TCC.
It took a month to drill the numerous 22mm diameter
holes in the hollow section, the plates for the wheels,
joining brackets and the towing bracket , it was now
time to try a first build. This was only possible thanks to
Alec Wilson who supplied all the bolts free of charge and
Bill Murray who managed to obtain good second-hand
wheels and new tyres, again at excellent prices. Well done
and thanks to both guys!
With the main frame assembled it was now time for an
onsite meeting with Kyle Stewart and Ken Andrews to
ascertain the finer details which affected them such as
the driving and steering positions. After a satisfactory
meeting with Kyle and Ken I received a phone call from
Ian Johnstone expressing concern on the design and
construction. As Ian had been an engineer with bridge
build experience I invited him to come to Motherwell
and see it for himself. I picked Ian up at his home in East
Kilbride and brought him to scenic Motherwell where he
examined the hoist and stated that he would be more
than happy to have his boat lifted by it. This done I now
took the whole thing apart and sent it for galvanising.

Having got that over it was time to yet again take it apart
ready for it’s journey to Troon.
On delivery day a work party met it to assemble the
machine hopefully for the final time. Having TCC
members with engineering experience made this a safe
and smooth operation. Thanks a million guys, you know
who you are!
Tom Gillan brought the rams down on his truck as there
had been no space for them on the first lorry. That meant
there was Tom , Bill Stewart and myself. Oh no! I’m a man
short and in drove the Rev. David Lacy. The answer to
our prayer! He offered his assistance and we grabbed it.
A long hard shift was put in by all that day, but what a
feeling when I started the engine and Bill effectively put it

The load test lift at Linco

through all it’s functions, it was the best Mechano set he
had ever played with .
As the lift out got nearer, the boat transporter as it was
now known, was tried straddling Taurus which had spent
the summer in the compound. Annoyingly we discovered
that the bow of the boat would foul the walkway. Jack
Gairns undertook this modification and carried out this
work admirably, thus making ‘ The Boat Transporter’ ready
for service. However before the lift-out it was tested by
moving Go-Eze to a new position in the compound – a big,
heavy yacht thus assuring us all it was ready for serious
employment.
A good day was had by all at the ‘launching’ despite
George Whiteside and myself being unable to get the cork
off the Champagne as health and safety decreed there
would be no breaking of bottles. Nobody told Moyra!
Thanks to all who helped to complete this project in any
way. You helped by giving your time, your expertise and
your labour, but mostly to all of you, thanks for having
so much trust in me. It was an enormous leap of faith for
all of you in TCC . One more adjustment has to be made
however, Jim Short donated a shelf for Ken’s coffee mug,
this will be fitted soon… I promise!

Flatpacked ready for delivery

Moyra had a smashing time!

On it’s return the hoist was rebuilt and fitted with the
hydraulics, not as simple as it sounds. Finally hydraulic
testing day arrived.
1 - The steering fingertip control lock to lock - no problem
2 - Hoist rams raised - no problem
3 - Hoist rams down - PROBLEM!
The engine had stalled, I checked the piping. All looked
good but the rams still refused to descend other than
dead slow speed with the engine really labouring. After
several baptisms with hydraulic oil, Jim Falconer searched
the internet to check out information on the engine.
It informed us that the 9HP engine was only rated at
8HP and when the power curve graph was consulted it
transpired that the engine only developed 6HP at our
settings. The hydraulic pump was trying to pump too
much oil for the available power. The remedy therefore
was to fit a smaller pump.
Having completed this task the hoist was set up for all
the tests yet again. Steering good, rams ascending and
descending like clockwork and with sufficient speed. It
seems it was now time for the big one the load test. At
this point Moyra had retired and was not seeing the hoist
on daily basis. A visit was made and she advised that
before the load test we should remove all coffee mugs.
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The test was to be carried out by Howard of William Hook
whose premises were just next door to ours. However
so near and yet so far, on the day arranged Howard
called us from Kirkaldy advising that the crane at the
harbour had stopped working while lifting a boat out.
Nightmare scenario, however he arrived about mid day
and successfully lifted 8½ tons plus me and as there was
so little deflection he offered to get more weights and
certify a higher SWL I told him that the crane we hired for
the lift out could only raise 6 tons so this would be money
wasted.

Riff-Raff in the new transporter
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It wasn’t all dark skies for
Agnes and Jack
on their Caledonian Canal
round trip

Agnes Gairns

Saturday, May 29th
After all the usual loading of bags
and supplies as well as the chat and
farewells to old club cronies, we
left Troon at 12.45 pm. It was very
overcast and certainly rainy looking,
but fortunately we only had a few
showers and a slight sea. There was
very little wind which allowed us to
keep our new cockpit tent up, so we
kept dry! Needless to say we had to
motor all the way to Portavadie and
arrived at 6.15 pm. As it was so calm
I made the dinner en-route and the
dishwashing was also completed on
arrival.
There were very few boats around on
our way up but the Marina was quite
busy. Some of the Scottish Series
racers were in.
The first phase of the luxury
apartments are now completed with
the addition of a chandlery with
clothing and food - rolls, milk, ice
cream and frozen meals.
It was nice having a visit from Doug
and Sheila from Sileas. They had
arrived early after an overnight sail up.
Sunday, May 30th
There was a lovely blue sky and nice
white, fluffy clouds, now that’s what I

like to wake up to. Most of the racers
were away before I was up!
After a nice leisurely breakfast we
decided the tent would be better
taken down and stowed away before
entering the canal. We couldn’t
possibly get it dirty just yet, now could
we?
Sileas left the Marina just in front of
us and would get a super sail with
the wind direction, but for us it was a
motoring job with the wind right on
the nose. We left at about 1 pm and
as we turned north we were greeted
with all the colourful spinnakers of
the ‘dinghy class’ just off Tarbert. It
was a lovely spectacle in the sunshine
with the surrounding hills in the
background.
It wasn’t nearly as choppy as we
expected which made the journey up
to Ardrishaig really very pleasant and
we also enjoyed seeing the ‘big boys’
racing further up Loch Fyne.
Sula is here in the basin but minus
crew at this moment in time, but
expecting them to appear soon.
Monday, May 31st
We started our journey through
the canal about 9am, I think, forgot
to check the time. We were in

the company of Sula and Katja a
Danish yacht. The Danes had hired
a pilot which was very much to our
advantage and with Colin’s help it
made life a lot easier for Agnes.
Having blue skies and sunshine with
just enough breeze, so we didn’t get
too hot, also made things even more
pleasant. As usual the wild flowers
were in abundance along the canal
bank, as well as the beautiful azaleas,
with every colour you could imagine
in the well attended gardens.
At Cairnbaan we met up with John
and Jenny Hall who were on their way
to Tayvallich.
At the Crinan basin there was a lady
walking around with a very large
parrot on her shoulder. I suppose it is
a change from walking the dog!
Sula was going to Ardfern and as the
tide was just right for the Dorus Mhor,
we both headed out at Crinan.
With a slight sea and still hazy
sunshine it was a lovely sail albeit a
motoring one. We made good time
and arrived in Oban at 6.30 pm having
left Crinan at 3 o’clock.
Not much wildlife around so far
although I did see my first puffins
today.
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The two weary souls on Tarragon are
planning an early night after our long
journey and strenuous day.
Tuesday, 1st June
Big change weather-wise from
yesterday, wet and misty, just
managing to make out the buildings
in the town, or maybe it’s my bleary
eyes as I didn’t surface from my cosy
bunk until 10 o’clock.
We attended to the usual chores
before going ashore. It did get
brighter and warmer which made
us both a bit uncomfortable as we
were then over-dressed. After the
round of the usual shops - Tesco, Lidl,
Blacks, we headed back to the boat.
Sunhats were on the shopping list as
Agnes has left the bag with our hats
at home - silly me - maybe I didn’t
expect to need them!
Wednesday, 2nd June
Another day with very mixed
weather. It was also another trip
into town to Blacks as the tube of
stormsure Jack purchased yesterday
was solid half way down. Needless
to say he wasn’t very happy, but
they exchanged it without any fuss.
By the time we returned, the wind
had increased considerably so we
were very thankful for the outboard.
The cockpit tent has certainly been
a boon although we are still a bit
newfangled with it.
Thursday, 3rd June
Up with the larks at 6.15 am and set
sail at 7.10 am to catch the tide to
go up to Corran Narrows. It was a
beautiful morning but with a nip in
the air first thing. As we left Oban
there were ferries galore. The Isle of
Mull, Lord of the Isles, Hebridean Isles plus
the Hebridean Princess came down the
Sound of Mull.
Going up in this direction was a
new experience for me but a very
pleasurable one, especially with such
a calm sea. The mountains were so
majestic in the morning sunshine
and Ben Nevis was as magnificent
as ever lording it over the rest. I was
surprised to still see quite an amount
of snow on it. The sun has stayed with
us all day, lovely.
A lone goose nearly flew into the
boat at one point as it was so low,
which gave me quite a start.
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We were in the throws of anchoring
just round from the Narrows at 11.30
am when one of the fish farm workers
came over in his big rib to tell us we
could use a mooring just next to us.
At the moment there is only one but
he said they were planning more for
visitors.
A walk was on the agenda after lunch
and on the way back we stopped
at the hotel for a shandy. We sat
outside and watched the loading and
unloading of the ferry.
On our return to the boat we had a
good look at two very large pigs in a
field apposite the mooring, plus two
Shetland ponies in the next field, but
sadly they looked a little neglected.
It is 8 o’clock and the sun is still with
us making the surrounding hills look
their best.
Jack has certainly been able to make
good use of his new sun hat - he still
has it on. Long may this weather
continue. The ferry is still working
away, not sure what time it stops, but
it is now 9.30 pm.
I’ve just looked out and noticed a
large red deer in the ponies’ field.
Friday, 4th June
I’m not too happy with the mooring
buoy this morning as it kept us both
awake most of the night. The reason
was the outgoing tide through the
Narrows was causing it to bang
against the hull. As soon as the tide
turned after we were up it stopped!!
The ferry was on the go again when
I looked out at 6.50 am. We were
up and away by 8.30 am to a very
overcast sky. There was very little
wind to begin with, then it gradually
increased so we decided to sail.
Agnes makes new friends at Loch Lochy

Unfortunately it was very erratic, one
minute we had 2 knots and the next
22. It certainly kept us on our toes. It
then died away to nothing and the
sun came out. By the time we arrived,
two hours later, at the Corpach basin
it was really warm. We also received a
very warm welcome from one of the
lock keepers when he noticed our
TCC sweatshirts. He wondered if we
knew Donald and Sine Montgomery
with the boat Harrier, as he is their
next door neighbour at Roy Bridge
- small world. We were even given a
very much appreciated cup of coffee.
As we had nearly an hour before we
could begin our journey up the canal,
I nipped up to the Co-op and then we
quickly had some lunch. The other
yacht, which accompanied us through
the locks up to Bonavie top basin, was
from Cardiff, with four men on board.
We were able to have a good banter
with them, which was nice.
What a pleasant change from the
Crinan Canal. With so much help from
all the Caledonian Canal staff, I really
enjoyed my day. Needless to say we
were well watched and photographed
by lots of tourists. I had a good chat
with lots of them as we walked the
boats up through Neptune’s staircase.
There were lots of questions asked. I
just hope I gave the correct answers!
I have driven in this area many
times but you get a totally different
perspective from the water. As we
sailed up Loch Linnhe the mountains
towered on either side.
Saturday, June 5th
The night was spent at Bonavie top
basin, which was very peaceful. It
turned out a beautiful day as we made
our way to Gairloch. The anchorage

at the south end of Loch Lochy took
our fancy. After our lunch we relaxed
in the afternoon sunshine. I was
considering making dinner when
Jack realised we were in very shallow
water. The depths near the shoreline
in these lochs change as quickly as
the winds. This was also experienced
again as we headed up to pontoons
next to hotels on the east of the loch.
We were not too happy with the look
of either of them when we got there,
so headed for Laggan.
After a later than expected meal, we
had a walk and finished up in the
Eagle, a pub in a barge. The proprietor
was quite a character and kept
everyone going. He is also a falconer
and told us he had lost his eagle owl
last year after having him for years.
There are also ducks, who love to
spend time on the pontoons and have
a snooze.
We saw a mummy with her four little
ducklings as we returned to the boat.
The cuckoos have been making their
presence known, as we have heard
them quite often over the past few
days. It is one bird I have never seen.
Sunday June 6th
Came out of Laggan Lock with one
of the hired cruisers to then meet
up with other two in the lock after
Cullochy swing bridge. One had six
German men and the other two had
French couples, who were obviously
new to the cruising lark! At one
of the locks going down to Fort
Augustus one of the women was very
meticulous in winding the whole of
her mooring line to a double cleat in a
figure of eight instead of letting it just
feed slowly through with a single turn
as the boat descends in the water. I
did a bit of yelling and gesticulating
and eventually, fortunately just in
time, she unwound it.
The canal banks were a profusion of
yellow and white, with the broom and
gorse in full bloom and the thorn with
an abundance of flourish. There are
lots of swallows twittering and darting
about all the time too. It was also nice
to see a field with highland cows and
their calves.
Down here in the lower basin the
pontoon is awash with cabin cruisers
and only five yachts. We just managed
to squeeze in and it is a very long
pontoon. Merlin’s crew helped take
our lines. They had arrived in earlier

from Buckie. Merlin was originally a
Troon boat, small world again!
Monday, June 7th
After such an overcast day yesterday
it was nice to see some sunshine.
As there was a good breeze some
washing was on the agenda. A visit
to the Abbey after lunch was next
but unfortunately it was closed, so
we just did the usual shopping trip
for paper etc. Discovered Abbey now
apartments!
Jack had a chat with the owner of one
of the little trip boats and discovered
he had been born in Dalry and was
brought up in Ardrossan. He still has
a broad Ayrshire accent. We met up
with him later and he told us he has
stayed there for 16 years.
It was lovely seeing a pair of swans
and their cygnets first thing this
morning and even more so when I
saw the little ones on mum’s back
sound asleep, although one looked in
danger of falling off!
All the other boats that had been on
the pontoon last night departed and
by 10.30 we were the only one left.
As the day progressed the clouds
started to thicken and by dinner time
the heavens opened. The rain has
stopped but still very overcast. I was
so pleased I took the washing in when
we returned to the boat.
There were only a few boats in transit
through the locks today, so quiet after
yesterday when six crafts were all
going through at one time.

There is also what looks like a very big
circus top and fairground next to the
village.
The fighter jets are in great evidence
in this area and can frighten the
life out of you at times as they
fly extremely low. I think it was a
coastguard helicopter that flew down
the length of the loch just after we
anchored.

Tuesday, June 8th
Oh what a grey day. You could barely
see the loch from where we were at
the pontoon. A light drizzle is falling
which is not helping and the hills are
non-existent in the mist. We decided
to head up the loch to Dores and
anchor there. The forecast is not good
for going straight through. Well, we
are at the top of the loch but have
seen precious little of the famous
Loch Ness. The drizzle turned into very
heavy rain and lasted the rest of
the day.
Jack quipped that I wouldn’t be able
to take a photo of Urquhart Castle.
Take a photo - I could hardly see it, he
was so right.
This appears to be a nice anchorage,
although I may be able to see it better
tomorrow! Didn’t see Nessie either!

Wednesday, June 9th
It was a bit difficult getting out of my
bunk this morning as it was still very
overcast and drizzly. The rain did go
off mid morning but still very dull and
blustery with gusts up to 22 knots.
Jack made a terrible discovery - the
bilges were full of fresh water. He did
find the cause, thankfully. A pipe had
worked its way loose. Thank goodness
for a plumber on board! He has had a
day of maintenance jobs.
The giant wheel was only half
assembled at the fairground when we
arrived yesterday, but has now been
completed and it is some height. The
seating has still to be attached.
I’m convinced nearly every house in
the village has a dog with the number
we have seen being walked along the
shore.

The only sighting of Nessie this year

Cygnets hitch a ride with Mum
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Thursday, June 10th
The gondolas are all attached to the
big wheel and lights are working, but
guess what? There is no circus. There
is an open air rock concert starting
tomorrow, 12 noon, through to
Sunday. Silly me! We had gone ashore
this morning and met a couple from
Inverness with their dogs. They were
able to tell us what was happening.
There have been rehearsals and
sound checks going on late afternoon
and evening.
We had a lovely lunch at the Dores Inn
after a walk through the village. It was
overcast when we left the boat but
shortly after our return the sun came
out and was really pleasant as long as
you were out of the chilly wind.
We are now being blasted with
a group playing at the Inn. To be
truthful the concert bands were easier
on the ears. The forecast doesn’t
sound great for the next few days as
they are mentioning F5/7s - Agnes
doesn’t do F7s, not in the Moray Firth
(or anywhere else for that matter).
Maybe I’m getting too used to canal
and inland lochs!
When ashore we also discovered the
Post Office is in a private house.
Friday, June 11th
We were getting the full benefit of
the wind coming straight up the loch
this morning, so left the anchorage
at 10.30 am to start our journey up to
Inverness. There are some interesting
buildings along the way. We had a
heart-stopping moment as we were
passing the weir at Dochgarroch,
just at the beginning of the canal
when the Jacobite Queen, a large
sightseeing boat was about to pass
in the opposite direction. Not much
room and touched the bottom right
at the weir edge.
At the lock further on we saw the
tiniest ducklings. I’m sure they could
only have been a day old.
As we approached the locks our
lines were taken by the crew of
Bluebell which is out of Craobh Haven,
but the owner stays in Ardrossan.
We have tied up at the wharf just
below Muirtown Flight locks. Co-op
supermarket is quite near as well as
Lidl. Just on our return from there the
heavens opened. Later this evening it
became so dark with extremely black
clouds. Jack had taken a walk down as
far as the sea lock and said it was very
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wild out to sea. While he was away
there were gale warnings for F8 in the
Cromarty area! We won’t be going
anywhere tomorrow, that’s for sure.
Saturday, June 12th
Not such a good day, as we are both
feeling a bit under the weather with
tummy upsets. Nevertheless we
walked up to Caley Marine to the
chandlery. It was a bit overcast but
stayed dry and a bit warmer than
yesterday. I was even very impressed
to see such a well stocked place and
nicely laid out. Not much in clothes
line but certainly all the essential
things.
It was a changeover day for the
cruisers so it was a busy place. We
then had a very lazy afternoon, but in
the evening we walked right out to
Clachnaharry sea lock which is about
a mile from where are berthed. The
tide goes out quite a distance leaving
only a channel.

Sunday, June 13th
Not a very encouraging day, wet, wet,
wet, and seemed to have affected our
moods into the bargain. Jack is still
feeling under the weather and not
eating to try and settle his tummy. Did
very little all day.
Monday, June 14th
Decided to head south and we were
up Muirtown locks by 10 o’clock. As
we approached Loch Ness it was
lovely being able to see the hills on
either side this time. Considered
mooring in Urquhart Bay but the wind
was blowing right in although there
hadn’t been much out on the Loch.
The sun decided to come out as we
neared Fort Augustus and stayed with
us for the rest of the day. There were
lots of ducklings in evidence again
today at the pontoon, but no sign of
the swans or cygnets.
The Dunbar Life Boat arrived just after
us as it was coming back from Buckie

Urquhart Castle – a noteable landmark and aid to navigation on Loch Ness when you can see it

where it had been for its annual check.
Gearbox problems meant it has now
to go to Rhu. The Lord of the Glens was
at the top of the locks waiting to come
down. I’m sure they must have used a
giant shoe horn to get it in. It certainly
was a tight squeeze. Had a walk after
dinner and by the time we returned
the midgies were out in full force.
Tuesday, June 15th
There was quite a hold up this
morning at the locks because one
of the cabin cruisers refused to go in
with one of the barges which meant
he was in on his own so it was extra
time filling and emptying an extra
lock. Needles to say the lock keeper
was anything but happy. We got
going eventually only to have missed
a lock owing to lunch time breaks. On
our way once more only to get stuck
before the Cullochy swing bridge as
there were problems with it and it
wouldn’t open - everything goes in
threes! Overcast most of the day with
some showers so was a little peeved
when I phoned Margaret to discover
the heat wave in Ayr.
We took a walk round the main road
to the Laggan swing bridge, which
is the next one we will be passing
through. I was amazed at the number
of big black slugs on the verge of the
road. I’ve never seen so many at the
one time.
There is a lovely picnic area just next
to the pontoon here at the Well of the
Seven Heads Monument.
Forgot to mention when I went for the
paper this morning to the MacVean
grocers I was completely taken by
surprise when the lady serving me
said she knew my face. Her next
words were she used to serve me at
the deli counter in Safeways in Ayr
when it was in Beresford Terrace! Well,
well, how long ago was that? Maybe
I haven’t changed too much over the
years after all! Her husband and she
had taken over the shop 10 years ago
and it is now three times the original
size with a restaurant at the back small world!
Wednesday, June16th
Another bad start to the day, as I
awoke and turned my head my nose
started to bleed profusely. Luckily I
had a tissue to hand but then couldn’t
get out of my sleeping bag! A very
loud yell to Jack for him to come to

my aid. It was another half hour before
I could get it to stop. Fortunately it
was a dark pillowcase I was using
and my sleeping bag escaped. As I
had a throbbing head afterwards we
decided to stay put and have a quiet
day.
It has been rather muggy all day with
the occasional shower. The boats on
the pontoon were very badly rocked
and a strong wash hit the shore just
after 5 o’clock. It was caused by a large
motor cruiser. A neighbouring boat
called up Laggan bridge keeper to
complain and asked him to have a
word with them. The bridge keeper
told him the damage he was doing
and also he was going too fast,
subsequently he refused to open the
bridge so they will have to wait until
the morning to get through. We all
said ‘Good for him!’
Thursday, June 17th
Lovely morning to start with then it
became cloudy before returning again
as we approached Bonavie. There
were no hold ups at either swing
bridges or locks so we come right
down to the sea lock at Corpach in the
company of a Rustler 36 and a fishing
boat heading for the Isle of Man.
There was one unholy outcry this
evening from boat and camper
van owners when a woman let her
springer spaniel go into the water
and chase a mummy duck with two
wee ones with her. It was the racket
she was making that drew everyone’s
attention to the incident. She was
trying so hard to keep the dog away
from her youngsters. The woman was
under no illusion how we all felt about
it, with so many people shouting at
her!
At the canal bank on the way down
we saw two very proud greylag geese
with their five goslings, a lovely sight.
Friday, June 18th
From zero to 31 knots of wind on the
same journey, not bad! We started
off with a lovely sail from Corpach to
half way down Loch Linnhe until we
reached the north end of Lismore and
the wind just disappeared completely.
It was then on with the engine and
we were off again. As we started to
go through the Lynn of Morven the
wind decided to increase rapidly and
kept on going. The wind was right
on the nose going up the sound of

Mull and gusting 26 to 31 knots. It
was a relief to turn onto Loch Aline
although it was still blowing really
strong. There are now 11 yachts here
at the north anchorage. At least we’ve
had some hazy sunshine for most of
the day although the northerly wind
was rather chilly to begin with. As
we left the sea lock at 10 o’clock and
anchored here at 5.30 pm it was a
long day’s sail. I don’t think either of us
will need much rocking to get to sleep
tonight!
Saturday, June 19th
Pleasantly surprised to have had a
very quiet and peaceful night and
awoke to blue sky and sunshine.
Unfortunately the wind decided to
make its presence felt yet again. It has
been blowing ‘old boots’ all day with
gusts up to 22 knots and that is in the
shelter of the loch so dear only knows
what it was like further out. The place
is festooned with incoming yachts all
looking for shelter. Cold, cold wind all
day too. It has been a day of odd jobs
for Jack and ‘housework’ for Agnes.
Sunday, June 20th
Wind on the nose all the way up the
Sound of Mull and F5 most of the
time. Nevertheless the tide was going
with us and we were in Tobermory in
two hours. Still a cold wind and my
nose was freezing, as I was helming.
The sun was out only for a short time
first thing and it has been overcast the
rest of the day. The lady who collected
the mooring fee was telling us there
had been a dreadful swell coming into
the bay here on Friday and yesterday
and boats, even the ones on the
pontoons, were having to go down to
Loch Aline so that was why it became
so busy there yesterday.
The place has been like a ghost town
today. I’ve never seen so few people
about in Tobermory. There have been
lots of yachts in today but its still
devoid of folk in the street.
Shop-wise there are more changes
again this year. The butcher and Spar
shops are no longer here.
Monday, June 21st
An overcast start to our journey to
Moidart but by the time we reached
Ardnamurchan lighthouse the sun
was trying very hard to join us. The
lighthouse now has a companion
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Proprietor Sally MacDonald

Jack’s new sun hat proves its worth as Tarragon
heads past Ben Nevis

Blaine Loch provided dinner and
breakfast

in the form of a windmill, spoils the
setting somehow. It was really nice
seeing lots of porpoise on the way up.
Jack suggested we go over to Muck
for lunch. I was pleasantly surprised
to be taken to a lovely cafe and gift
shop run by the local community. It is
a converted ‘but and ben’. Everything
is home made including the bread,
and the soup and sandwiches were
excellent. Couldn’t resist the cakes,
but had to take them back to the boat
as we were both too full to appreciate
them. The Shearwater out of Arisaig
had arrived with day trippers so it was
a very busy place as we headed back
to Tarragon.
By the time we departed from Muck
the sun was right out and it has been
really nice since. We have seen an
animal further up the loch cavorting
in the water but it’s just too far away
to see whether it’s a seal or an otter.
Tuesday, June 22nd
It has been a fishing day for Jack
and a more successful one than last
year. He was up at a hill loch, Blaine
Loch it’s called. The trout was a lovely
change for dinner, the larger one did
us both. The smaller will be breakfast
tomorrow. I had a big cleaning and
washing day. There was a good wind
and the clothes dried in no time. Jack
said he had no wind at all at the loch.
The sun made an appearance every
now and again.
Wednesday, June 23rd
Very overcast today with some spits
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and spots of rain. An odd job day
yet again on board for both of us.
I decided to tackle the cleaning of
the cockpit while Jack renewed the
safety netting as well as other bits
and pieces.
As the day wore on the mist came
right down over the hills and it
rained quite heavily for a time.
No reception here with the mobiles
so Jack went round to the Castle to
use his.
It became very gusty this evening
and the boat next to us started to
get VERY close. He eventually took
some chain in and that solved the
problem.
Thursday, June 24th
Another overcast morning as we left
the anchorage in Moidart. Just as
we were approaching the open sea
everything disappeared around us
and boy, did it rain, but within half an
hour we were able to see the small
isles and it began to clear over the
hills too. We then had the pleasure of
seeing five basking sharks with one
of them coming alongside the boat.
Jack said he hadn’t seen such big
dorsal fins before. After our arrival in
Arisaig we went ashore for milk and
a paper and met up with Jan, who is
the wife of Jamie’s cousin. Jamie was
a friend crewing for Jack last year.
Jan is one of the local posties here
on Arisaig and we were lucky to see
her as she was just heading home.
Minutes later and we would have
missed her.

Friday, June 25th
This was a general cleanup day
and then it was pack up time for
Agnes. It is still quite choppy after an
uncomfortable night. Jack got a bit
of a soaking going over for the paper
and collecting more water. Hope it
settles a bit for tonight.
Saturday, June 26th
It was up with the larks to get the Fort
William bus at 9.20 am. Fortunately
we gave ourselves plenty of time to
get ashore. Oh boy, just as well, as
Jack decided as we were nearing the
bus stop to come with me to Fort
William. It became a race against
time as he had to return to the boat
to lock up and guess what, we were
on the most outer trot. I lost sight of
him the returning and against the
odds he made it back to catch the bus
with only minutes to spare. He had
taken the dinghy to the slip instead
of the landing pontoon and walked
behind the building hence the reason
I couldn’t see him. It was nice having
his company for the first of my three
bus journeys. Margaret and John
collected me in Ayr and I was in the
house by 4 pm.
All in all a good trip this year. Mustos
and wellies were only used a few
times which suited me fine! Not sure
about the July weather being as good
though.
Until next year,
Agnes

Sail Repairs
CANVAS WORK
UPHOLSTERY
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“Well that’s my sailing
season over!”
Largs Yacht Haven had never heard such expletives, as
I looked somewhat lost for words down through the
cockpit sole at what was clearly a broken drive shaft. The
lead up to that point was a loss of power but lots of revs
engine as we edged nearer to those shiny new big boats.
There was a strong wind in the marina and a rush to swap
lines from port to starboard as I pointed then shouted “No
power…I’m going over there!” A light momentum was
gained by the strong wind on the hull to an easy to get to
pontoon.
Any sailing plans I had went right out of the window
certainly for that August day – probably for September
also at what I saw was an incredibly time consuming and
non standard job. It must have been the pact with the
devil that afforded me so much more enjoyment of my
Westerly Centaur La Caravelle earlier that season that left
me with the fateful blow that was a running engine and
no propulsion.
Bemused observers frowned from the upper decks of
the Gin Palace as Calum Lindsay and myself roped the
Westerly from position to position back to the berth we’d
had the previous night. (You know the one I mean – the
one with the patio doors, on board jaccuzi, a brand new
chartplotter that’s only seen its current position and
three years of weed below the waterline). Then ironically
the same Henri Lloyd wearers joined in. Throwing lines,
transferring control from one to another, manoeuvring
this 5 ton lump gently from cleat to cleat until finally it
rested in its allocated berth. A few Dubarry deck shoes
may have got scuffed that day but amongst my gloom
there was a sense of “We did it” from this newly assembled
team and I could sense the virtual high fives and the
confident struts – except me of course!…
It’s a horrible journey home – by road – all you can hear
are the uncomfortable grind of brain cogs pondering
the daily marina berth rate and an engineering problem
where there is no immediate solution. I must have
moaned fairly soon at someone in Troon Cruising Club,
because the following day I found myself aboard the
good ship Solitaire on the La Caravelle rescue mission –
code name “Tow a boat”. We motor sailed from Troon at
4pm – lumpy sea to start with then a dead calm evening
as we entered Largs.
Our kit comprised of around 50 feet of line, an old tyre
to act as a springer and a couple of walkie talkies for
communication between vessels. Solitaire had a solo
George Hunter about and 50 feet behind there was myself
and George Noakes about to trail on La Caravelle.
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Harbour…please note that UK Mariner is approaching. All
vessels in the vicinity should stand clear for the next 20
minutes”.
OK so which vessel is it? – is it the one behind us? Surely
not - I can only see one steaming, one port and one
starboard light. Five minutes pass – so which one is it?
Prolonged lack of certainty has its own unique effect
on a crew. There is a crew discussion. …3.5…we slow

Following a slow float into a berth on the club pontoon,
security from Troon Marina, who had been watching
us limp in, paid us a midnight visit to check all was as it
should be, as we tied up. A rather long, cold, amber drink
was had as we discussed lessons learned…and laughed
at the amusing parts including vessel recognition!

A few radio checks and we were off at around 7pm….so a
late ETA for Troon. It was smirry rain, misty and a very odd
21º C. Very clammy. No wind. The sea state resembling
a mill pond as we left – uncomfortable atmosphere but
ironically perfect for being towed. I really didn’t want to
think about the forces at play on those stern and bow
cleats had there been much of a wake and not enough
spring in those lines. The pre-departure meeting included
a discussion around “what if’s” In anticipation of any
increased winds, the plan was to sail back straight into
Troon outer harbour with Solitaire towing us through ‘the
gut’ to a berth. The sea state stayed oddly calm for the
duration and the wind non-existent.
First challenge was to assess how we were doing. Usually
a noisy prop can be stopped turning by the engine into
gear…not so this time, the broken drive shaft was being
held in place by a jubilee clip which was now burring
away against the greaser. The temporary solution involved
2 pairs of molegrips to stop it moving.
George Hunter was on his own in Solitaire. Occasionally
I’d see him put the autohelm on and go below to make
a brew….it does feel disconcerting when a seemingly
unmanned boat is towing you. Around Portencross we
could see a couple of trawlers and not much else. In the
increasing haze navigation lights were being switched on
– ours also on both vessels…now showing all the wrong
markings for a vessel under tow! Should have thought
about that! It was now around 9.30 /10pm and the
papermill was lit up like a Christmas tree…oddly as we
moved from Ardrossan closer to the papermill - its lights
then disappear…thick FOG!
OK – things are slightly more serious. The status level
went from a boring watch to everyone being slightly
more alert…slightly dryer mouths. Time for another brew.
My GPS is now on with the entrance for Troon as the set
waypoint. George Noakes is below marking our position
on the Imray chart. I radio a magnetic compass bearing to
George Hunter – he rechecks - and we are all good. Log
entry and position every 15 minutes. It gets dark…still
no visual on the papermill and we don’t see for the rest of
that evening. I remember that the harbour entrance light
at Troon is currently out of commission. I count down the
miles to the entrance to Troon…5.0, 4.8, 4.4… Strangely
a joke about a watched kettle came to mind. All three of
us calmly discuss the lights we can see - those in front of
us, behind us and each side of us. Why do fishing boats
converge on Troon all at the same time? 4.2, 3.9…. the
VHF springs into life… “All vessels, All vessels, this is Troon

to 2 knots and speak to Troon Harbour. We explain we
are restricted in manoeuvrability and cannot see the
UK Mariner. We’re told we are good at our position and
should wait. Another five minutes pass. That decision
earlier that year that AIS was a bridge too far for my
pocket and boat setup was becoming regrettable. Still no
sight of the UK Mariner. We ask from what direction the UK
Mariner is coming from to which Troon replies that the UK
Mariner has docked. It isn’t until we are within much less
than half a mile that we can see the beaming deck lights
of the docked UK Mariner. Must have been a pea souper
that night!

Following the episode, I was (and still am) extremely
grateful to George Hunter and George Noakes who
helped me get La Caravelle back that night in the round
trip to Largs. I am also doubly grateful to Don Lindsay
and George Hunter who then spent considerable time
and effort on the machining of bespoke parts and in
assisting in the repair whilst La Caravelle was on the grid. I
doubt I would have got as far with resolving the problem
had I not been in Troon Cruising Club.
Robert, George Hunter and George Noakes head north in Solitaire to tow La
Caravell back to Troon

Robert MacIver
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“Let’s go to Sancti Petri”
I suggested as Karen and I
made our way out of the river
Guadiana which separates
Portugal from Spain on its
southern border. We had had a
fantastic – though challengingly
hot – time up the river with
its fantastic scenery, bird and
animal life and generally thoroughly laid-back ethos. We had
made it up as far as Pomarao but had declined to bump our
way up to Mertola which involves passing over not just shoals
at a high enough tide but also a weir – not something we
thought was wise in a keel boat. So here we were shooting
out of the river with the tide and wondering whether to turn
right back to welcoming Culatra or left towards Cadiz which I
had already visited this season.
“The Book says it has an appallingly difficult entrance and
anyway isn’t it an abandoned fish processing plant?” my wife
retorted.
Now as it happens she was right on both counts. The
Book she referred to was Anne Hammick’s Pilot to Atlantic
Spain and Portugal and indeed it reported a horrendous
entrance. In addition Sancti Petri had a long and chequered
history and featured an island with a temple to Hercules
whom myth has it performed two of his labours here. In fact
Atlantis fans have even found evidence in the writings of
poet Siculus to support the area forming part of the mythical
city. After Franco seized the area as a retreat and evicted all
the residents however, it is also true that, they left behind an
abandoned Tuna cannery.
Circumstances had forced me to spend a lot of time this
season sailing my Shearwater 39 Rain Again on my own and
I had used it to explore all sorts of nooks and crannies along
this coast including the rather forbidding El Rompido so I
felt up to navigating the sandbanks leading to St. Peter’s
fish tinning plant. I had also heard that the sunsets over the
islet where the temple to Hercules stood were something to
die for. I just hoped the sentiment would not be taken too
literally. So with an instruction to crew to read The Book with
care we turned to the East.

The trip was about 70 miles
and we had to get the tides
right. There was enough depth
– just – at HW neaps, which is
where we were now. We were
leaving close to HW on the ebb
from Ayamonte and we had to
find our way around the tuna
nets off the coast here so we
decided instead of heading across the bay we would hug the
coast for a bit and then anchor for a few hours. The wind was
light from the North so we picked a spot to park inside the
wrecks and nets off Punto del Cabo at the entrance of the
Guadalquivir with the inevitable discussion as to whether it
would be nicer to go up the river to Sevile rather than visit an
old fish factory. The fish factory won, the proponent also won
the anchor watch.
We were still in a lee the next morning but the wind had
veered to the East and was freshening so the engine was
granted a run to keep us on time for the tide at Sancti Petri.
As we crossed Cadiz Bay the wind freshened a bit. Well,
quite a bit actually. When we were swept by the first wave
I demonstrated my knowledge of the local conditions by
giving the wind the title of a Levanter. Karen demonstrated
her knowledge of The Book by quoting:
“The sandbanks at the entrance to Sancti Petri have to
be treated with great respect if you don’t want to add to the
wrecks visible at low water all along this section of coast.
Approach exactly along the first set of leading marks in settled
conditions at slack high water. Under no circumstances enter
when a Levanter is blowing.”
Wisdom of course would indicate that I should turn and
make for Rota in Cadiz where I had already spent a very happy
couple of weeks. But that was just it, I had already been there
and I had my sights well and truly set on Hercules. So it was
with mutiny brewing we picked up the first two marks and
started to drive up the beach.
There are three sets of leading marks in the entrance to
the river at Sancti Petri. The first set lead you north over the
bar. Immediately after the bar there is a 90º turn to the West
picking up a second set with one of the pair on the Island of

Hercules itself and these are followed until the third set are in
line to the NW and bring you into the river itself. At least that
is what The Book says. It also says they are not very obvious
and certainly not lit.
The pair I could see now looked very unkempt, just rusty
stumps really and whilst they lead towards the beach they
certainly didn’t lead through a very shiny pair of new port
and starboard buoys. There was white water (well sandy
water actually) everywhere by this time so that didn’t help
much. I opted for the shiny new pair route and crossed the
bar without impact. I can’t report how much water I had
because below a metre my Navman sounder panics and
goes blank.
When the instructions say ‘turn immediately’ they mean
it. I took a photo of a lady sitting in the surf on a folding chair
and could have nicked her bun if I didn’t put the helm over
pretty soon and there to the west I found another couple
of rusty stumps and a rather more imposing pillar buoy –
presumably not adhering to either standard of the IALA
buoyage system because it was colour coded rust. Happily
another shiny port and starboard gate presented itself but
with only 5 metres or so between in the gate so I headed
for them. The final turn was obvious because the river was
packed with moorings and only a narrow fairway between.

I have to report that both crew enjoyed this place very
much. Sancti Petri had been evacuated in Franco’s time and
the abandoned village is still there with National Park status
curtailing any development. Hercules had hung around here
a lot (and if you look at the pictures he hung around very
impressively too – no walnut whips from cold dips as far as
this god was concerned!) and his statue points towards the
temple ruins on the barrier-island which you can practically
walk to at low tide.
We had eaten the Lotuses for almost a week now. Tides
had become springs and were logged at anchor at up to
seven knots and the time had come to leave. It was then, at
four in the morning at the last of the flood that I made my
mistake. We watched the rate drop, the tide rise and picked
a moment as our neighbours swung to drop the bridle and
power cross-tide through the moorings to the fairway.
My mistake? I had not checked that the rudder rotated
freely from lock to lock. As I tried to turn into the channel
to starboard the rudder refused to move through straight
ahead – I could turn to port and move ahead but not turn
to starboard. The tide was still running hard in the fairway
and so to turn 90º to starboard I instead turned 270º to port.
I now favoured – as much as I could – the starboard side of
the channel so that if anything happened I could turn in the

MARK & KAREN CONTINUE
THEIR IBERIAN ADVENTURES IN
RAIN AGAIN
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‘Turn left at the beach’ – any closer and I could have nicked her bun

We had booked one of these moorings at the local
sailing club and started calling on channel 9. There was
no answer but I now know they never answer – because
the microphone is missing. The VHF channel is broadcast
however in the bar and outside at the landing pontoon so
my increasingly frustrated broadcasts had definitely been
heard – by every passer by!
The Spanish really know how to pack moorings in and
there appeared to be no space for anchoring left at all as I
approached the end of the trots and the un-studied stretch
of water leading inland to Chiclana de la Frontera. There,
waving at me though, was the club barge who led me
through a forest of moorings and handed me – literally –
the pick up and helped me wrestle the bridle on. This was
very important since it brought the swinging point back
from the bow by at least 4ft and prevented ‘Rain Again’
from demolishing her neighbour’s pulpits at every turn of
the tide.
The barge runs 24 hours a day (yes, I know I said it was
Spain where they normally have an unconventional regard
for ‘24 hours’ but here they really meant it) included in
the €7 a day mooring fee so we lost no time in pumping
up the duck but took instead the proffered lift to find the
delights.

‘Hanging about in Sancti Petri’ – the god himself pointing towards the temple

direction I could as opposed to the direction I couldn’t. The
next problem though was a gradual turn to starboard as we
exited the river channel and headed for the bar followed
by hard-rights. I slowed the engine, stemmed the tide and
experimented with the wheel. Lots of resistance ‘straight
ahead’ but no ‘clunks’. The steering wires seemed to be sound
so it must be something caught between the rudder and the
skeg. I looked out the back – no trailing lines. I tried to force
the helm and suddenly I was through the ‘neutral’ position
and now I could turn to starboard but not to port. Well at
29

least that gets me out I thought and as the tide turned I
crossed the bar.
With a fathom or so beneath the keel I anchored-short
in the 15 knot easterly and pondered my options. There
was quite a swell running and although I now carry a hard
hat having nearly brained myself diving on a fouled prop a
few years back I still didn’t fancy diving at dawn with a bit
of a sea running. I considered reversing at speed with the
helm down to ‘wash’ the obstruction out from behind the
skeg but then thought with my luck it would end up round
the prop instead. So, Rain Again found herself sporting a
well guyed spinnaker pole out to port with a small ejector
seat parachute at the end of 50m of line to act as a drag.
The ‘chute was courtesy of a TCC worthy who had given it
to me ten years back when he had heard of my plans for
an Atlantic cruise and whilst I now carried a full size BORD*
‘chute a la the Purdy’s recommendation as a sea anchor I still
carried the ejector ‘chute as a drag. Experiments showed it
balanced the biased rudder fine at manoeuvring speeds
but as the wind filled in we brought the bight of the line in
and applied the drag to the port quarter at anything over
three knots.
All in all given the poor start to the day – and I no longer
welcome drama before my third cup of tea in the morning
– we were having a fine run albeit looking like we were
indulging in some esoteric fishing procedure. We now had
to decide where to go though. Cadiz was an obvious choice
but the entry to Rota or Santa Maria would involve more
detailed manoeuvring than was possible with a parachute at
the end of a spinnaker pole and I didn’t know Puerto Sherry
at all. In addition we had been told horror stories of the
*Bureau of Ordinance parachute USA army surplus used to drag containers out of
aircraft. Their use is championed by Lin and Larry Pardey.

maritime police in Portugal impounding yachts for needing
assistance and forcing them to meet the Portuguese code
of equipment standard before releasing them. Although
this was Spain I didn’t want to attract too much attention as
I tried to sort out my problem. So we picked the Rio Tinto
(as in RTZ fame and yes they do ship Zinc here). Just inside
the biggest breakwater in Europe is the entrance to the Rio
Tinto running up to Huelva and at the entrance there is the
marina Mazagon with the very civilised characteristic of a
large anchorage outside the fairway where ten hours later
Rain Again dropped her hook.
Subsequently diving in quiet water showed we had shed
our load – whatever it had been – but witness marks on the
skeg and rudder showed it had clearly been caught in the
inviting space below the skeg and the fully-balanced section
of the rudder. No doubt picked up during the fast tide runs
through the moorings at Sancti Petri.

‘Isla de Sancti Petri’ – the castle with temple ruins and many, many sandbanks

GALORE
Jim and Margaret Goodlad

Nautical Narrative Winning Article

After long sails , seven gales, and medical problems in 2009,
Margaret wanted short sails and some good weather.
RAIN: We set off from Troon on Monday 7th June after a
hectic few days. We anchored off Holy Island and next day
it rained and rained and rained. Very restful doing odd jobs
and reading. Beeswing arrived at Kings Cross late on Monday
night but had a rough day and night on a mooring.
GALE: We all set off for Campbeltown at 11.30 on Wednesday
with very mixed weather - calm, squalls, wind changing
direction then after Pladda gusting to 35 knots. After a
reefing line came loose we dropped the main and ran on
the jib. While in Campbeltown we had a call from eldest son
Bruce from Chamonix. He had become engaged (at last!)
and had proposed on the top of Mont Blanc.
SUNSHINE: Sailed 10.00 on Thursday morning 10th June
heading for Ballycastle to see grandchildren. Windy at first
but soon wind dropped and we ended up motor sailing in
lovely sunny conditions. Evening with family.

Friday was sports day at Isla’s school and on the Saturday
we all went down to Belfast Zoo which is excellent with a
marvellous site overlooking Belfast Lough.
Breakfast in the cockpit on Thursday 15th June. We sailed
at 13.30 for Islay, passing west of Rathlin. We managed to
sail for 3 hours. Anchored in Plod Sgeiran, Ardmore Islands
at 19.45. Really feel on holiday. Sausages for tea with a nice
red wine and a glass of Lagavulin instead of a liqueur.
Sailed at 12.40 next day with the tide and shot through
the Sound of Islay anchoring off Oronsay at 17.08. The
wind remained in the north so this was a very peaceful
anchorage.
FOG: Very foggy next morning and all the land had
disappeared. By lunch time it had cleared and we went
ashore to the Priory, walked to the south then to the
causeway across to Colonsay. Sailed at 16.45 anchoring
at Ardalanish, Mull at 20.50. We sailed at lunchtime on
Thursday 17th June after a long walk, to be met by

New crew at Ballycastle – Aileen

Ardalanish, Bali Voe and Beeswing to the left (east) of the anchorage
Caol Isla distillery - Sound of Islay

Upside-down lighthouse - west Rathlin
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Beeswing coming into the anchorage so turned about and
re-anchored. Great craic! Strong north wind. Watching other
boats anchoring was entertaining. Lazy day in the sunshine.
John working on his steering gear. Margaret ashore for walk.
ROUGH: Saturday 19th we set off for Iona as supplies were
low, especially water. Very slow progress against tide and wind
and anchored close inshore south of slip in Iona. Passage took
just over two hours. We were very close inshore to get out of
the wind (4 metres of water - rise and fall 2 metres). Margaret
ashore for stores while Jim ferried 16 gallons of water out to
the boat (4 at a time). Walk ashore to the Abbey.
Iona Abbey has almost completed replacing the hard mortar
of the building with more breathable lime based mortar. (See
later notes on St. Edwards on Sanday, Canna)
MAGIC ISLAND On Sunday we went to a communion service
at the Abbey - strange and rather long !
Sailed for Staffa at 13.05 anchoring at 14.29. Anchored just
north of rocks which was sheltered and motored dinghy
down to slip - which was a bit rougher. Ashore for a long
walk around Staffa and it was good to see puffins. After three
and a half hours ashore in this magic place we set sail for
Gometra anchored there for the night 45 minutes later - nice
short sail!

PUFFFINS GALORE!: On Monday 21st June we set off at 09.57
anchored off Lunga in the Treshnish Islands at 11.10. The
sun shone all the time on Lunga and there were masses of
puffins, guillemots, razorbills, kittiwakes and shags. Puffins
very tame – a great place for a photo shoot!
Motored across to Arinagour on Coll for the night in calm
conditions (one and a half hours). Beeswing arrived later
from Ardalanish and we all went ashore for a walk.
We sailed at 12.00 for Canna while Beeswing headed for Barra.
Sailed most of the way only motoring after we passed Rum.
Five boats anchored in Canna including Hallmark. John and
Jenny came aboard for refreshments.
Next day we had heavy rain all day with the dinghy acting
as a rain gauge. Late afternoon we walked ashore to St.
Edward’s church. This church was in a ruinous state, was
taken over by the Hebridean Trust to be developed as a
Gaelic study centre with dormitories, lecture rooms, showers,
kitchen, etc. One million pounds was spent and the centre
was opened by The Princess Royal in 2000. The builders had
not used lime cement in the mortar / pointing and damp
has virtually destroyed all the plaster work in the church. I
believe there was also trouble with the lead flashing around
the tower which was not turned up properly. The builders

Iona Abbey

Fingals Cave, Staffa

The landing place - Staffa

The Treshnish Isles

Razorbills

Beeswing leaving Coll

St Edward’s Chapel, Canna…

…and its ruied kitchen

Commemorating the £1M ‘restoration’

went bankrupt leaving a legal tangle. The Hebridean trust
would like to pass the one million pound ruin back to the
National Trust! Extremely sad!
RABBITS GALORE: Next day in better weather we walked to
the West of the island - lots of rabbits and wheatears. Very
nice evening meal in the restaurant - Gille Brighde. I had
rabbit pate and pork, Margaret scallops then rabbit pie !
Restaurant only takes 17 and it was fully booked.
Ashore for a walk on Friday 25th looking for puffins on
Sanday. There is a new bridge across to the island to replace
wooden one which was washed away in a storm. No puffins
found on the land but plenty out at sea.
Lots of guillemots, razorbills, kittiwakes and dive bombing
bonxies!
The roll-on/roll-off ferry is bringing in more tourists and
contractors - with their vans to work on the houses. One
came in by microlight, landed in a field and later took off
towards Rum.
MIDGES: Sailed at 15.44 for Rum in superb visibility with
the Cuillins, Torridon, Paps of Glencoe and Rum all clear gorgeous! Anchored at 18.10 and went ashore for a walk
looking for otters. None found but the Rum midges found
us!
DEER: Ashore in the morning for a long walk to Kilmory. Lots
of red deer hinds - very magic. Long talk with a red deer
researcher.

Two young deer had been taken by Golden eagles. On the
way back it poured with rain - very, very wet! Fantastic new
showers near slipway - but open to the sky but only a few
midges inside!
Next day headed for Eigg sailing into a southerly wind assisted
by the engine taking three hours. Margaret ashore for walk
while Jim filled up water tanks. A wild night at Eigg with swell
coming into the harbour at high tide. Ashore shopping and
lunch in restaurant next day. In afternoon walked to Massacre
cave. Rather a sad story In 1577 some MacLeods from Skye are said to have raped some local
MacDonald girls on Eigg. They were caught, castrated, and sent
home. The MacLeods retaliated in force lead by Alasdair Crotach
from Rodel. The MacDonald islanders hid in St. Francis cave (Uamh
Fhraing) but were discovered. A fire was lit at the cave entrance
to drive the 395 islanders out but they all suffocated. Bones were
removed from the cave in the 19th century.
Massacre Cave, Eigg

Red deer hind at Kilmory
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On Tuesday 29th we set sail at 10.17 for Ardnamurchan point
with little wind - mainly ahead. We were heading for Loch
Drumbuie on Oronsay but decided to anchor in Saileen Mor.
We saw more yachts today than we have since leaving the
Clyde. Rafts of Manx shearwaters on the water and a fisheries
plane which buzzed us!
We thought of going into Tobermory next day but it was
so busy we headed for Lochaline. Motored across to village
from the anchorage through fast flowing tide then walk to
Kiel church.
On 1st July there was heavy rain and the dinghy was acting as
a rain gauge. In the afternoon we walked ashore to Ardtornish
House and castle. Text today from Beeswing in Eriskay where
they were storm bound for over a week - up to force 10 and
‘high’ seas!
Friday the 2nd we set sail for Dunstaffnage to meet up with
son Martin and his fiance. Sailed for first two hours then
motoring. Bus into Oban for stores. Martin and Denise arrived
at 23.00.
Despite windy weather on the Saturday we went out for a sail
in the afternoon. First time in a sailing boat for Denise. Wind
was up to 25 knots but she coped well. At 15.00 we had call
from the coastguard as we were heading back to the marina
- a canoe was in trouble in Ganavan Bay - it had capsized and
the canoeist couldn’t get back in and was drifting out to sea.
We then spotted the canoe much further north and nearer
our original course. A large rib from the fish farm arrived just
before us and took canoeist and canoe aboard. Very exciting
for Denise’s first sail.
Sunday was wet and windy so we went to the Sea life centre.
Managed to see otters at last. Our crew left for Aberdeen at
16.45.
Monday 5th sailed at 10.29 for Crinan in rain, choppy sea and
wind in the wrong direction. We took the short cut through
Easdale and were rolling quite violently as we turned

between the beacons - then all was calm! Just made it
through the Dorus Mor then wind up to 27 knots at times as
we approached Crinan sea lock but a boat came out and we
went right in at 17.09. Carried on to the pontoon at Crinan
bridge and stopped for the night.
Set off at 09.06 with Henry Morgan and Seachas. Midges out
until after the summit reach. Not a very nice day and we
stopped after Lock 5 at Cairnbaan at 12.55. Afternoon walk
then dinner at the Cairnbaan hotel.
Yachts which continued through the canal had a very rough
sail in Loch Fyne.
Wednesday 7th July. Left the sea lock at 12.25 and motored in
choppy sea to Tarbert arriving 15.10. Then we had absolutely
torrential rain. Very nice new pontoons. Tarbert has changed
a lot since we first visited in 1969 when we used to anchor
off the shipyard! Now a good walkway to the town.
On the Thursday headed down to Lochranza picking up a
mooring. Fine walk over the Cock of Arran.
WIND SHEAR: On Friday we set off motor sailing to Troon
in 24 knots of head wind. I had just finished taking in a reef
when the drive belt snapped causing an overheat! New belt
fitted then we had an 180° wind shift in less than a minute!
First time this has happened to me! The wind was then astern
at 27 knots so dropped the main and sailed most of the way
to Troon on the jib.

Fisheries Protection Reims Cessna F406 based at Dalcross, Inverness

Bali Voe at Crinan Bridge

Bali Voe Cruise Statistics
Total 359 nautical miles (probably nearer 400 as
speedo underreading) Motoring - a lot!
Diesel - Ballycastle 26.5 litre £25.57
Dunstaffnage 47 litre £49.79

JC Roxburgh and Company Limited
19–21 Ayr Street, Troon Ayrshire KA10 6EB
01292 314313 • www.jcroxburgh.co.uk

Martin and Denise joined Bali Voe for the last part of her cruise
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Loch Ranza
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No.

Date

Place

Lat

Lon

A, M or B

1

020610

Oskarshamn

N57.15.699

E016 28.982

Alongside

2

030610

Sparogloete

N57.42.970

E016 43.771

Anchor

3

040610

Roholmen

N57.57.178

E016 48.070

4

040610

Storo Alo

N58.06.975

5

050610

Fyrudden

6

050610

7

Log nm

(CONTINUED)
No.

Date

Place

Lat

Lon

A,M or B

Log nm

38

080710

Stocka

N61 53.826

E017 20.874

Stern Anchor

39.0

32.6

39

090710

Krakskar

N61 33.980

E017 19.612

Alongside

24.3

Anchor

16.3

40

090710

Stalnaset

N61 18.657

E017 14.540

SXK Buoy

15.8

E016 49.044

SXK Buoy

10.8

41

100710

Kusokalv N

N61 03.917

E017 16.187

SXK Buoy

16.2

N58 11.512

E016 51.110

Alongside

5.5

42

100710

Granskar

N60 42.924

E017 18.573

Stern Buoy

25.7

Kattilo

N58.11.748

E016 53.661

SXK Buoy

7.7

43

110710

Oregrund

N60 20.424

E018 26.586

Stern Buoy

49.8

050610

Riso

N58.24.592

E016 53.583

Anchor

14.2

44

110710

Karingsund

N60 14.000

E019 32.434

Stern Buoy

34.6

8

060610

Bergo

N58.39.692

E017 10.698

SXK Buoy

18.2

45

190710

S.Danoviken

N60 23.381

E019 46.382

Anchor		18.8

9

060610

Ringson

N58.43.433

E017 27.077

Anchor

10.7

46

210710

G.Djupviken

N60 24.226

E019 50.065

Anchor		 6.8

10

070610

Trosa

N58.53.331

E017 33.157

Stern Buoy

14.7

47

220710

Hamnsundet

N60 22.506

E020 05.221

Stern Buoy

9.7

11

080610

Trosa

N58.53.104

E017 32.879

SXK Buoy

0.2

48

220710

Kastelholm

N60 13.712

E020 04.697

Stern Buoy

25.5

12

090610

Norrviken

N59 06.443

E017 40.963

Anchor		

49

250710

Farjesundet

N60 14.480

E020 00.493

Buoy		 5.2

13

090610

Birka

N59.19.884

E017 37.403

Stern Anchor

31.9

50

250710

Kvarnbo

N60 16.488

E020 02.812

Stern Anchor

14

100610

Stockholm N

N59.19.263

E018 06.658

Stern Buoy

20.8

51

260710

Mariehamn E

N60 06.026

E019 56.889

Piles		15.4

15

140610

Vaxholm

N59.29.048

E018 21.116

Stern Line

9.9

52

290710

Arholma

N59 50.981

E019 06.417

SXK Buoy

16

150610

Akerholmen

N59.40.608

E018 48.382

Anchor

24.4

53

310710

Tjocko

N59 45.200

E019 07.918

Anchor		 7.0

17

160610

Starbnasviken

N59.49.214

E019 03.180

SXK Buoy

17.2

54

310710

Furusund

N59 39.659

E018 55.211

SXK Buoy

18

160610

Elmsta

N59.58.616

E018 48.573

Stern Buoy

12.6

55

010810

Angso, SvartV

N59 37.709

E018 46.222

Anchor		 5.8

19

170610

Oregrund

N60.20.426

E018 26.548

Stern Buoy

24.5

56

020810

Sjalbottna NV

N59 34.021

E018 47.507

Anchor		 5.9

20

190610

Granskar

N60.42.889

E017 18.654

SXK Buoy

43.4

57

020810

Paradiset

N59 28.694

E018 48.581

Anchor		 8.1

21

200610

Storjungfrun

N61.09.977

E017 20.055

Stern Anchor

28.7

58

030810

Locka, Moja

N59 24.638

E018 53.803

Stern Anchor

5.9

22

210610

Agon

N61.32.923

E017 23.304

SXK Buoy

22.1

59

050810

Runmaro, Nvk

N59 16.325

E018 43.590

SXK Buoy

9.6

23

210610

Kuggoren

N61.42.214

E017 30.659

SXK Buoy

13.9

60

060810

Uto, Kyrkvkn

N58 57.599

E018 17.901

Anchor		23.6

24

220610

Mellonfjarden

N61.57.413

E017 20.572

Stern Buoy

15.2

61

070810

Nynashamn

N58 54.003

E017 57.324

Stern Buoy

11.6

25

220610

Lill-Lubban

N62.10.739

E017 31.624

Stern Buoy

15.4

62

080810

Landsort/Oja

N58 46.141

E017 51.431

Stern Buoy

10.4

26

230610

Harnosund

N62 38.056

E017 56.274

Stern Buoy

25.2

63

090810

Ringson

N58 44.409

E017 27.043

Anchor		16.3

27

240610

Haggvik

N62 54.595

E018 17.515

Stern Buoy

19.8

64

100810

Nykoping

N58 44.592

E017 01.237

Bom		14.7

28

260610

Ulvon KK

N63 01.177

E018 38.783

Stern Anchor

20.6

65

120810

Arkosund

N58 29.600

E016 56.441

SXK Buoy

29

270610

Trysunda

N63 03.371

E018 47.195

Stern Buoy

9.4

66

130810

Harstena

N58 15.651

E017 01.459

Anchor		18.1

30

280610

Ornskoldsvik

N63 17.240

E018 42.606

Bom

14.4

68

140810

Hasko-Lissolo

N58 15.090

E016 54.817

SXK Buoy

4.1

31

290610

Mjalton Bagg

N63 02.232

E018 32.118

Stern Buoy

23.3

69

150810

Fyrudden

N58 11.512

E016 51.110

Alongside

4.1

32

300610

Docksta

N63 03.071

E018 19.714

Bom

7.2

70

170810

Storo Alo

N58 06.998

E016 49.061

SXK Buoy

5.5

33

010710

Barsta

N62 51.806

E018 23.820

Stern Buoy

16.2

71

180810

Storo Kallskar

N58 03.017

E016 49.080

SXK Buoy

4.4

34

020710

Kattskar

N62 26.255

E017 38.851

Anchor

38.6

72

180810

Kungshamn

N57 54.144

E016 47.110

Anchor		 9.0

35

030710

Timra

N62 29.448

E017 21.413

Stern Anchor

11.0

73

180810

Smago

N57 51.709

E016 40.639

Anchor		 8.5

36

040710

Alnon

N62 25.760

E017 24.239

Stern Buoy

3.0

74

190810

Vastervik

N57 45.429

E016 39.093

Alongside

37

050710

Sundsvall

N62 23.281

E017 19.231

Stern Buoy

3.9

2.5
38.6
9.7

22.1

13.8
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jackets with big orange foam floats front and back. Mum
sportingly modelled one for a trip in the tender – but
only once.
On the first day, we picked up a very clean and
tidy boat at 4pm and were soon on our way to nearby
Governor’s Bay. Charterlink have a number of big yellow
moorings for use by their customers only, and the local
yacht clubs have their own combined moorings (red
with white stripes) which we were also able to use.
When they’re busy, received wisdom was that it was
still better to raft up than anchor (due to poor holding
in places, and many submerged cables), although we
always got the big yellow Charterlink buoys to ourselves.
There were also private moorings that we borrowed
for lunch and tea stops, but whenever you entered a
smaller cove, you ended up attracting the local holiday
home occupants out onto their balcony for a quick eye
ball of the interlopers (they soon lost interest though).
I was initially confused by the description of mooring
to these buoys, so for the first one I sent Dad forward
and awaited results with interest. It turned out to be a
surprisingly effective system, and very obvious once
seen. The mooring heavy rope is threaded through a big
hole in the middle of the mooring buoy, with the loop
in the end sitting up within easy reach of the boat hook.
Once you’ve got it, the rope pulls through the buoy easy.
There are lots of wharves but most of them are in
shallow water unsuitable for a keelboat, and many of
the points had submerged rocks and/or weed off them.
In places the 20-40m contours merge with the 5m or
even 2m so it was necessary to keep an eye on the chart.

“Just don’t cut the corners,” was the local pilotage advice.
There was no GPS on board, and the radio was not
GDMSS, but we had our two handheld Garmin GPS sets
onboard (which usually perform service on the our road
bikes). Incidentally, the Etrex Legend missed out trip
detail that was recorded by the more sensitive receiver
on the Vista HCx. A plot of the GPS track from the Vista
HCx is shown below.
The only solid structure we approached was the
wharf at Furneaux Lodge, where we were able to obtain
water in return for buying a few coffees. It was $5 to use
their rubbish bin, but their new trainee was on the till
and apparently it was too complicated for the manager
to show them how to charge us for this so we got that
one for free. The approach to the wharf was dotted with
moorings, and unless you went straight in there was the
risk of meeting an unmarked sandbank off to starboard
of it as you approach.
Behaviour on the radio is also a little more relaxed,
with often languid conversations including the size of
fish caught or invites to a cup of tea on the main channel
(channel 1), eventually ending with the words “[callsign]
clear.” The inter-island ferries from Picton ply the narrow
Tory Channel at the far end. The channel has tidal flows
of over 6 knots, whereas they are 1.5 knots or less inside
the sound, so it is no wonder that everyone transiting
that entrace to the sounds is expected to radio in a trip
report. Attemping to pass the ferry in the Tory Channel is
not sensible, and in any case the insurance doesn’t cover
you to make the attempt.
Channel 16 remains the emergency channel, and
while we were out there was activity around a missing
diver (eventually found on a beach as far as I could
tell). There were a number of divers out, often using a
towed surface buoy as well as being shadowed by a
crewed boat appropriately flagged. There are several
wrecks in the sounds that I dived on as a teenager, some
placed there intentionally simply to add interest to the
sandy bottom, although no diving for me on this trip.
Being deep, the water is fairly cold, and swimming is for
the stout of heart. It is much warmer next door in the
Abel Tasman where you can spend hours in the water,
whereas diving in the sounds even in the height of
summer still warrants a full length 12mm wetsuit. The
charter companies are quite happy to let you dive from
the boat, so long as you put boots on the cylinders.
Amongst other “extras” on offer for an additional fee
were an outboard for the tender. We took this but never
used it because the tender was so small and the distance

to the shore so short that the risk of a $600-$1000
repair job for submerging it hardly seemed a good bet,
and it was difficult to condone breaking the peaceful
atmosphere in the sheltered coves. You could also hire a
BBQ, which wasn’t as daft as it sounds and would have
come in handy at least once. We took our own fishing
gear, but were pleased to find a chopping board, fish
knife and spare bucket in the cockpit locker so that
filleting and gutting could be done over the back. Using
fresh mussels picked from the shore, Mum caught two
big red gurnard within seconds of dropping the line
down. This was a lot faster than Dad could process them
so fishing was halted almost the instant it started. There
are several marine reserves where fishing is banned, one
containing tame fish, and a general ban on taking blue
cod, so close attention was paid to the latest information
in the fisheries leaflet because policing of these matters
is taken seriously. Thankfully red gurnard looks nothing
like blue cod, despite a big iridescent blue tinge to the
pelvic fins.
Rapport’s mast head rig came in handy for dealing
with the rapidly varying wind strength. On the windier
afternoon, with both reefs in the main, we were able
to work the roller furling headsail in and out as we
went, rather than stopping to faff with the main. The
shape of the land influences the wind flow, so we
set off almost downwind from the northern end in
an advertised northerly that was really closer to NW
(although the local magnetic variation of 22º East
required some consideration), whereas once we reached
the halfway mark, the land bent it to a westerly and
we went closehauled. In addition, there were gusts off
the valleys and calms off the ridges. The cruising guide
points out all these pecularities in the wind but I didn’t
quite believe it until we were in it. It has the advantage
of making the area seem a little bigger than it really is
because you need to stay on your toes to make best
progress. My Dad (as an ex-dinghy racer) was definitely
enjoying the challenge of picking the shifts, whereas
others motorsailed through the trickiest bits. In all we
covered 76 miles, with daytime winds from 10 knots
variable to 25 knots with the odd shortlived 30+ knot
gust. Thanks to a flexible charter company, we’d been
able to delay a day and skip 24 hours of 40-50 knot
winds. After that, the sun shone throughout, and I’d
definitely recommend the area to TCC members if they
happen to be that far from home! I have a copy of the
chart and cruising guide back here with me if anyone
planning a trip wants to take a look.

Steep hills and plenty of greenery ashore

GPS Track

Dad and I enjoy the summer sun

Marlborough
Sounds
New Zealand,
Dec 28-31, 2010
Tim Drysdale
“Are you on a fixed schedule?” said Sue from Charterlink,
she in Waikawa at the top of South Island of New
Zealand, whilst I was phoning her on Boxing Day from
amongst fresh earthquake damage in Christchurch.
Fortunately the earthquake damage was minor, but the
forecast winds for the start of our charter were anything
but! An easy 4.5 hour drive from Christchurch, Waikawa
Bay marina is the boaties’ gateway to the Marlborough
Sounds, with an expanding 500 berth marina, while the
neighbouring Picton Harbour often mentioned in tourist
guides has a smaller marina but hosts the busy ferry
service between the two islands.
The Marlborough Sounds are a popular cruising
destination in New Zealand, characterised by deep
water, lush green shores, and winds that rapidly change
direction and strength as you progress along the length
of the sound. At night, it is not unusual to be in moored
in 10 metres of water within a few boat lengths of the
shore, nor during the day to turn 180 degrees yet still be
close hauled on one tack.
I booked had a three day charter for my parents and
I on Rapport, a 31 foot Jeanneau Sunlight. There are a
few differences between chartering in New Zealand and
the UK! For a country with so much coastline and a first
class sailing pedigree, there are surprisingly few charter
yachts available bareboat. There is no shortage of private
boats on the water though. No specific qualifications
are needed to hire, or to use the radio, but having them
certainly does no harm.
In the Marlborough Sounds, the usual method of
overnighting is a mooring buoy or at anchor, often with
a stern rope run ashore to keep you out of the wind.
Anchor holding is not uniformly brilliant, so the pilot
book comes in handy (Murray and van Kohorn, New
Zealand Cruising Guide Central Area). I had picked up
the latest version at Oborn’s Nautical in Christchurch,
along with chart NZ 6153 (also available as a free
download from www.linz.govt.nz/hydro/charts/), so I
could read up in advance. Whilst there, I had hoped to
get a replacement gas canister for my Seago automatic
life jacket. I’d left the canister behind in case the airline
complained, but it turns out they’re not readily available
in Christchurch. It does however look like Baltic,
Crewsaver and KRU spares are stocked by Safety at Sea
in Auckland. The lifejackets supplied with the boat were
definitely emergency use only – type 401 open water
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July
3
6
8/10
13
17
20
23
27
30/31

Racing, Cruising and Social Dates 2011
Date
April
9
17
20*
24
27*
30

May
4
8
12
15
19
20
22
26
28/29

June
1
5
8
12
15
18
20
22
25
29
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Event

Lift-in
Spring Series 1
Wednesday ‘Wacky’
Spring Series 2
Wednesday ‘Wacky’
Cruising Muster Largs / Blue Peter Sat / Race to
Troon Sun

Wednesday ‘Wacky’
Spring Series 3
Wednesday ‘Wacky’
Spring Series 4
Wednesday ‘Wacky’
Social – Mediterranean Night
Spring Series 5
Wednesday ‘Wacky’
Cruising Muster Lamlash / Race to Lamlash Sat /
Race to Troon Sun

Wednesday ‘Wacky’
Spring Series 6
Wednesday ‘Wacky’
RNLI Lady Isle Race
Wednesday ‘Wacky’
50th Anniversary Cup Race / Barbecue
Crews / Ladies Races
Wednesday ‘Wacky’
Cruising Muster Kings Cross / Mullach Mhor Sat /
Race to Troon Sun
Wednesday ‘Wacky’

August
29 -5
3
6/7
10
14
17
21
24
28
31

Sunday Wacky
Wednesday Wacky
UFG Trophy Fri-Sat / Cruising Muster Rothesay
Wednesday ‘Wacky’
Crews / Ladies Races
Wednesday Wacky
Saturday Wacky
Wednesday Wacky
Arran Trophy Race to Lochranza Sat /
Race to Troon Sun

An ambition realised
West Highland Week
Wednesday Wacky
Muster and race to be confirmed
Wednesday Wacky		
CCC Race to Troon
Wednesday Wacky
Warden & Bell Race
Wednesday Wacky
Sunday Wacky
Wednesday Wacky

September
3/4
Cruising Muster to Tarbert or Portavadie / Tarbert
Trophy Race Sat / Race to Troon Sun
7*
Wednesday Wacky
11
Autumn Series 1
14*
Wednesday Wacky
17/18
Cruising Muster to Largs or Cumbrae Water Sports
Center, Thistle Trophy Sat / Race to Troon Sun
25
Autumn Series 2
October
1
9
16
23
30

Freedom
of Clyde’s
Trip to Jura

Saturday Wacky
Autumn Series 3
Autumn Series 4
Autumn Series 5
Autumn Series 6

November
6
Frostbite Series 1
13
Frostbite Series 2
20
Frostbite Series 3
27
Frostbite Series 4
December
4
Frostbite Series 5
11
Frostbite Series 6
January 2011		
1
New Years Day Race
27
Burns Supper
30
Annual General Meeting

Malcolm Holt
On moving to Ayrshire from the
Midlands some seven years ago, my
new colleagues explained to me that
I’d have to take up golf or sailing. My
only experience of the latter was a
little dinghy sailing at school in the
early 1970s but after a couple of trips
on the Clyde with colleagues who
sail, I was hooked.
So in 2006 my wife Helen
daughter Lauren and I bought
Freedom of Clyde, a Countess 28.
Good points – strongly built, great
accommodation for a 28’ boat and
well behaved. Less good - well she’s
never going to win races and the
motion is a little unforgiving. And
Freedom has no controls coming
back, so there can be frequent visits
to the mast. But she’s my first boat,
and so she’s special, warts and all.
We did the usual places - Tarbert,
Largs and Rothesay and all was going
well until ‘The Weekend In Millport
That Must Never Be Spoken Of Again!’
After that, we developed our unique
sail/drive holiday system. I sail, Helen
drives, meeting the boat and staying
on it overnight. This works well - we
had a great holiday in 2008 going

through the Crinan Canal and getting
up to Dunstaffnage. I celebrated
the achievement by dropping the
brand new outboard over the side.
As my good lady wrote out a cheque
to Mr Local Diver, so that he would
get it back for us, I was glad to see
that at least one saw the funny side
of the situation. So the irony is that
having chosen the boat for her family
friendly qualities, I now do my sailing
single-handed. Indeed, if I mention
sailing to Helen, Lauren and Bob the
dog, all three of them start to cry.
Hence Freedom doesn’t get out
that often and I haven’t really built up
the experience that I thought I would.
But from the first time I opened the
Pilot Book for the West Coast I was
fascinated by the charts for Loch
Tarbert on Jura with its navigational
challenges leading finally to the inner
pool. It became an ambition to one
day see it for myself.
Other commitments meant I was
limited to being away for six days
or so, and the girls were going to sit
this one out. And so it was with full
tanks, and everything secured, that I
motored out of Troon at around 09.30

on a Thursday morning in May and
with no more than a whisper of wind,
pointed the bow towards Sanda.
This was the first outing of the
year for Freedom and an immediate
problem was the autohelm not
working. Not a show stopper, but it
makes for a long day when you’re
single-handed. Well, if in doubt WD40. Sure enough, a quick spray
of everything, gears, bearings and
connectors brought it back to life
and I settled down for a somewhat
boring motor all the way to Sanda on
a smooth sea, little or no wind, and
occasional patches of fog. I hate fog.
It was clear enough as I entered the
small bay on the north of the island
and I was the only boat in the bay
so chose my spot, brought Freedom
to a stop, went forward to let go
the anchor, then ran back to reverse
gently and dig in, which it did first
time. I recorded my arrival at 17.00.
The day’s run: 37nm. A short time
after, another boat, Ash Moor arrived
and anchored a short distance away.
Safely anchored, first meal of
the trip was couscous with roast
vegetables, and a glass of wine,
followed by the obligatory cheese
and biscuits.
My rules for drinking on board:
Underway, a very occasional small
bottle of beer. At anchor, a beer or
wine but conscious that I might
need to deal with a dragging anchor
or suchlike at short notice. On a
mooring I feel a little more secure,
though I know others who are much
happier on their own anchor than on
a buoy. If I’m using the dinghy then
I tend to have very little to drink. My
sense of balance is bad enough at
the best of times. On a pontoon, well,
all bets are off.
It had been a long day. Normally
I would get the dinghy out and go
ashore to explore but in the end it
was another piece of cheese, and an
early night.
I had read various accounts
of rounding the Mull and they all
seemed to have slight variations
on the preferred tactics. But the
optimum time for departure was
around 04.15 so everything was
made ready for a quick getaway
and the alarm set for 04.00. Despite
some swell, and not having been on
the boat for some time, I slept well
enough but woke before the alarm,
at 03.59 to be precise. I was amazed
at how steamed up the windows
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were but then realised that in fact
there was a very heavy fog outside.
I could hardly make out the shore.
I hate fog and so decided to have
another hour in the sleeping bag,
albeit with a large mug of coffee.
Things didn’t improve very much
and though I was loathed to lose
a day sitting it out at Sanda, I was
reluctant to go in such conditions.
However around 06:00 Ash Moor got
the anchor up and as they passed
me I hailed them and asked where
they were headed for. ‘Jura’ came the
reply. On the basis of ‘If they can do
it so can I’. I lifted the anchor, which
came up easily. Normally this is
followed by a quick dash back to the
cockpit to knock the engine into gear
but it was so calm that I could have
cleaned and polished the anchor,
chain and got it all stowed without
the boat drifting any distance at all.
Planned destination for the day was
Ardminish Bay, Gigha.
In thick fog I initially kept my
speed through the water to around
3 knots but as I approached the Mull
the GPS was showing 7 knots over
the ground. After 30 minutes I started
to get brief glimpses of the shore and
within a further 10 minutes it was
completely clear. I felt much happier,

and the GPS was now showing 9
knots. I tucked in close to the cliffs
and in no time at all the lighthouse
came into view. Despite the weather
being so calm, and though prepared
for it, I was still surprised at how
turbulent the water was, but it
presented no problem. A sailing
acquaintance had advised me that
when you pass the lighthouse, it’s
important to resist the temptation to
turn North immediately, or you stop
dead in the water.
I turned North immediately, and
stopped dead in the water. Then I
remembered his advice, motored out
further offshore and sure enough the
speed soon picked up again. Finally
the wind made an appearance and
though I only got an hour or so of
sailing it felt good to have the engine
off at last. Naturally, after weeks of
hot sunny weather it now started
to drizzle as I passed Cara Island
but once again everything changed
within 10 minutes and as I motored
into Ardminish Bay, the sun had
broken through and it looked just
stunning. Picking up a mooring buoy
single handed is great spectator
sport of course but today it was dead
calm and though there were half a
dozen boats moored, I had a good

As I motored into Ardminish Bay, the sun had broken through and it looked just stunning

At 08:00 on the Sunday morning I slipped the mooring buoy, sorry to be leaving such a lovely place
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choice of moorings. It was noon as
the engine went off. The day’s run:
32nm
I had arrived at Gigha, somewhere
else that I had been wanting to visit
for some time. Although it had not
been completely stress free – have
I mentioned that I hate fog? – I
was pleased with how it had gone
and reflected on the comment I
had read somewhere ‘Some sailors
consider the Crinan Canal a greater
challenge than the Mull’. Lunch and
a celebratory beer were called for.
Dinner that night was a delicious
salmon, mushrooms and prawns in
the Gigha Hotel.
The next day and a half was spent
relaxing and exploring Gigha. In such
idyllic weather it could hardly fail to
delight. The gardens at Achamore,
at their best at this time of year, the
variety of flowers and wildlife and
the whole ambiance of the island
make it truly delightful. A little slice
of heaven.
At 08.00 on the Sunday morning
I slipped the mooring buoy, sorry
to be leaving such a lovely place
but eager to reach the next target
– Loch Tarbert. I motored south and
took the short cut through Caolas
Gighalum, past the ferry which was
preparing to leave its overnight
berth. As I turned towards Islay I was
aware of a feeling that something
wasn’t quite right though I couldn’t
put my finger on it. Over the next
couple of hours I realised what it
was. Cal-Mac had obviously been
having problems with the tracking
device which I’m convinced they
have fitted on Freedom and indeed
it was mid-day before one of their
ferries tried to run me down, without
success. Possibly the rustiest fishing
boat I have ever seen took up the
challenge and made a much better
stab at it, and with his nets out too very impressive. However I gave him
the slip, and reached the Sound of

The contrast with Gigha could not have been greater. It was a murky evening, misty and very grey, matching the rather desolate landscape

Islay just as a fair tide commenced.
Statistically, it had to happen one
day. Of course, the wind waited
until I reached Loch Tarbert before
picking up and I dropped anchor in
the shelter behind Aird Reamhar. The
day’s run: 31nm.
The contrast with Gigha could
not have been greater. It was a
murky evening, misty and very
grey, matching the rather desolate
landscape. I was eager to see the
raised beaches for which Jura is
famous and so rowed ashore. I
double checked the anchor before
leaving Freedom, conscious that I
was a fair way from help, if anything
should go wrong.
The first thing I found on the
beach was a dead goat, just reaching
that semi-liquid stage which Bob the
dog is so keen on, especially if there
is the opportunity to roll in it. I took
a photo to show him when what he
was missing by not coming with me.
The beaches and caves are indeed
spectacular and well worth a visit. I
hadn’t really grasped the size of them
or how high above sea level they
were. Looking down on Freedom, the
isolation was stark.
Back on board, dinner that
evening was Tuna Pasta Bake,
the recipe for which I still regard
as one of the most useful pieces
of information gained on my
Competent Crew course. I lost my
glasses on the first day of that course,
and had to resort to my sunglasses
for the rest of the week, which was
fine until the night voyage, which still
ranks as ‘harrowing’.

It was later that evening that I
realised I had made a bad mistake,
the seriousness of which only slowly
dawned on me. The extra four
bottles of red wine were still in the
car back at Troon. There was not a
drop on the boat. I felt sure that a
call to the coastguard for help was
more than justified but as the panic
started to take hold I discovered a
bottle of white and decided to make
do. It was fine – in its own way.
Monday, and I awoke to a force
3 from the west. After scrambled
egg and coffee, I set off into the
inner loch, following the leading
marks, weaving between rocks with
names which, as an Englishman, I
find totally unpronounceable. I had
really hoped to take Freedom all the
way through to the inner pool, but
the tide times were all wrong and
I settled for anchoring in the inner
loch and then going through to
the pool in the dinghy. Unusually, it
took three tries before the anchor
took hold. Again, great fun was had
following the leading lines. At one
stage I let my concentration slip and
ran aground. In the dinghy. I was
comforted by the fact that there
was probably no one within miles
to witness the event, and that if the
worst came to the worst, I could
always roll my trousers up, get out
and carry the dinghy to deeper
water. At around 11.00 I got to the
inner pool. I motored around a little
(yes, the outboard did survive its
dunking) took a few photos, and
set off back. I had achieved the
key aim of the holiday and it was a

good feeling. Even better, Freedom
was still where I’d left her, and I was
just climbing back on board when
a voice said ‘Hello’. Turning around I
found a middle-aged couple in their
kayak who turned out to be Roy and
Marylyn, busy rowing around Jura or
something, tent and worldly goods
all squeezed into their kayak. I would
have happily invited them aboard for
coffee, but the prospect of getting
them out of the kayak and then back
into it alongside Freedom was just too
daunting. So we chatted for a while
before they rowed off to see the pool
for themselves.
By 13.00 I was back in the Sound
of Islay, the sails were up and for the
first time I got a prolonged period
of sailing as I headed South towards
Port Ellen, the imposing Paps of
Jura on the port beam, shrouded
in cloud. As the day wore on the
wind strengthened which was fun
for a while but by the time I was
approaching my destination I was
punching straight into a force 4,
maybe 5 from the north. My speed
across the ground fell to around 2
knots. The poor little engine was
doing its best but that last couple of
miles seemed to take forever. A yacht
had been following behind me for a
couple of hours and as I looked back
I was surprised at how fast they were
gaining on me.
With any kind of wind blowing
I never look forward to coming
alongside a pontoon single-handed
but there were a few empty berths
to choose from and it went well
enough. I’ve definitely had worse.
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Rothesay 2007, Rhu 2009 spring
immediately to mind and who
could forget Tarbert only last year?
Certainly no one who was there
that day to witness the horror as it
unfolded.
Some 15 minutes after tying up
I was enjoying the third - or was it
the fourth beer - as the following
yacht arrived alongside. Two things
struck me immediately. One was
the quantity of smoke pouring from
the cabin, the second the fact that
the entire crew were off the boat
and onto the pontoon before she
actually came to a stop. It turned
out later that a plastic exhaust water
trap or something had been installed
incorrectly and had melted. A few
phone calls later, and a replacement
was dispatched from England. It was
not expected to arrive for at least
three or even four days during which
time they were stranded. On an
island. An island with only six (or is it
seven?) distilleries. The sacrifices we
make for our sailing.
The following morning the
weather was fine again. The plan for
the day was to head back to Sanda
but the tides around the Mull meant
departing Port Ellen no earlier that

mid-afternoon. It was frustrating,
because the weather was forecast
to deteriorate. So I explored the
delights of Port Ellen which actually
was delightful, as was the Laphroaig
distillery, a short walk away, where
there was a music festival in progress.
Their Quarter Cask happens to be my
favourite whisky and it seemed silly
not to buy a bottle while I was there,
so with that sorted, it was back to
the boat to make a chickpea curry for
later that evening. The weather held
good and I departed mid-afternoon.
With a steady NW wind behind me, a
preventer was rigged on the mainsail
and steady progress made. I decided
to go in close around the Mull again
but it has to be said that this time
it was less enjoyable. I think the
problem was that I didn’t know if the
turbulence was what I should expect,
or whether I was getting myself into
trouble. I estimated the wind at force
3 and I certainly wouldn’t like to be
that close to the shore in anything
greater.
But Freedom and I survived and
as I approached Sanda at about 18:00
the prospect of a night in the bay
with a Northerly wind blowing into
it was losing its appeal. I decided

By 13:00 I was back in the Sound of Islay, the sails were up and for the first time I got a prolonged period of sailing

Some 15 minutes after tying up at Pt Ellen I was enjoying the third - or was it the fourth beer
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to press on, with Campbeltown
or Lamlash as possibilities. As
evening drew in, the wind settled to
comfortable force 3 from the north
and coming abeam Pladda, Freedom
had settled into the nearest she gets
to a groove and there seemed little
reason not to press on for Troon. I
enjoy night sailing. But not in fog.
And not in sunglasses. There were no
CalMacs coming at me at this time
of night of course but the American
Navy took up the challenge as did a
couple of fishing boats. They should
leave it to the professionals though.
As always when approaching
Troon at night, I relaxed a little as I
got Lady Isle identified against all the
background lights. It only remained
for me to confuse the harbour lights
with those of the departing freighter
which was heading straight towards
me and in no time at all Freedom was
back on her berth having taken care
of me once again.
The logbook/diary records the
final hours of the holiday:
03:00 Tied up, Troon
03:30 Chickpea curry, tea, Laphroaig.
04:15 Sleeping bag.
The day’s run: 69nm.

Hameldaemie
The home waters of the Firth of Clyde still enchant Bill and Cath Stewart

Having “done” the west coast last year, and Ireland the year
before, (where ‘done’ means barely scratched the surface),
we decided to stay in the Clyde this year.
The intention was to look out of the bedroom window
and decide to go sailing if it looked nice, roll over and go
back to sleep if it didn’t. (It goes without saying that WORK
is a four-letter word no longer applicable to us) Basically
the acid test was whether or not Arran was visible before
leaving, and even if we did get caught in what looked like
a prolonged bad spell, we could get back to Troon within
a day.
The big failure was not to get north to Lochgoilhead,
there being some fixation with Arran and the Kyles, and,
I suspect a distinct lack of imagination, but 500 miles and
a good few enjoyable nights away seem to have sated the
Clyde desire, and plans are afoot to leave Mulligan’s Tyre to
starboard early next year.
The log is a bit sparse. I suspect familiarity breeds
contempt, there is only so much you can say about leaving
Lady Isle to port en route for Kingscross for the umpteenth
time…
We started like most members, at the end of April. A
night in Millport with Jack and Agnes (Tarragon) before
nipping across to Largs for the opening muster, then back
to Millport again and more hospitality on Tarragon.
We did rather well hospitality-wise that weekend. Could
it be that our seats are too hard, and people would rather
see their supplies dwindle than suffer the discomfort of
our boat – another as yet un-publicised triumph for Alan
Hill who designed the Claymore!
Back to Troon on the Monday, a mixture of motor-sailing
and actual sailing throughout the weekend, but nothing
exhilarating noted in the leaves of the log.
Later in May, (18th) an attempt on Lamlash was aborted
due to something that has been bugging our charging

system for yonks – a smart controller that tells lies. Every
so often the charging current drops to the square root of
foxtrot alpha and a red light comes on somewhere deep
in the engine-room. You may notice a change in revs, or
glance at the voltmeter, but to see the red light you need to
sit in the shower tray, remove a bit of the loo wall and bend
double. The evil indicator says that the battery voltage has
gone too high, (inferring a bad connection somewhere)
and shuts down the alternator controller, but a peak-hold
meter (you’re glazing over now, I can tell,) reveals no high
voltage. Anyway, in a fit of pique I decided enough was
enough and returned to our berth for a wee holiday on the
boat in Troon – this happens quite often in rubbish weather
and can be great fun, especially if some like-minded souls
have the same idea.
In between socialising, the wiring was checked – again,
and some modifications made – suffice to say I don’t need
to yoga in the loo any more, and can press a button to
restart the circuit. I’ll get round to fixing it properly one
day.
Two days later (Friday) it was off towards Lamlash again.
Anchor at Kingscross, the log mentions a lovely scent in the
air, which I usually associate with Gigha. Cracking weather
and company from Tarragon, Riff Raff and Beeswing. Motor to
Lamlash for ice-creams then back to Kings Cross, rigorous
passage-planning required!
Monday, back to Troon in a brisk wind, some good
sailing which is quite rare for us. Motor-sailers are usually
likened to bungalows vis-à-vis progress under sail, but ours
is actually quite good if the windspeed gets into double
figures (knots, not Beaufort!).
Boring I know, but a few days later, on Friday – guess
where? Lamlash muster, and, since we no longer race,
we usually leave a day ahead of the fleet – just because
we can. On arrival we found all visitors moorings taken
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so anchored in what seemed to be a reasonable space
at the time. Eventually we realised we were very close to
the buoyed fairway which must at some time have been
intended to allow the ferries access to the pier, but it seems
they prefer to go through the moorings some of which
encroach on the fairway anyway. We joined the majority
of the TCC crews in the pub for an enjoyable session, then
back to Troon for a tide or two on the grid to prepare for
the season proper.
Now into June (14th) and all Lamlashed out, we head
upriver towards Millport, motor-sailing with the wind on
the nose – a good sign, as the moorings will be sheltered.
As we passed Ardrossan we watched paratroopers (or
something of that ilk) being dropped into the water from
planes and then some sort of exercise involving sinisterlooking black RIBs. Nothing else was obvious to us, maybe
it was the start of a Scottish task-force designed to deal
with the Somalian piracy situation.
Anyway, on to Millport and a free mooring, a quite
night, then awaking to the arrival of the ‘Azores High’*
- remember it from your youth? Seems to have been
noticeable by its absence the last few years, but it really did
seem to be here again – a portent of good cruising weather
slap bang on time for our holiday. Onward and upward to
the Kyles of Bute, Wreck Bay in fact. A favourite anchorage
with more room and a better view than Caladh, although
you do get the odd pratt making a big wake.
A peaceful evening, and we were visited by ‘Venice
Son’ a young deer who we have seen feeding on the shore
at the south end of the bay, normally we only see this at
Lochranza. After a super summer night, we motor in calm
sunny conditions to Portavadie marina, stopping in the
Kyles to exchange greetings with Ian and Rena on Kudos
(now of Dunoon/Holy loch). Radioing Portavadie ahead,
left us wondering where ‘S’ pontoon could be, as there
didn’t seem to be 18 (A-R) walkways on the main spine. It
turns out that ‘S’ is on the landward side of the main spine,

so we keep to the left on entering the marina, and tie up
before hitting the bridge… Still a bit of work in progress,
but overall a good marina and the shore-side facilities are
improving too.
We were due to be joined by Kath’s sister and her
husband for a few days, and as they are card-carrying
landlubbers, we had to be sure there would be no midnight
anchoring shenanigans, while hopefully not being too
urban, so had a quick motor up towards Otter Spit and
Stonefield Castle with a view to picking up a mooring.
The trip was worthwhile as we decided that the moorings
would not impress our guests, so we goosewinged back
to Tarbert in perfect weather (A.H.* still here!) We were
billeted on the inside of the long pontoon as Maureen was
expecting a large influx, ideal, as our visitors come with a
carload of stuff and a substantial carry-out.
Sahona retraced her steps now with four souls aboard
– Stonefield Castle –“yes you’re right it’s not brilliant”
Portavadie “this’ll do, and nice restaurant – good breakfast
to set you up for the day” then back to Wreck Bay for the
longest day/shortest night which didn’t disappoint our
visitors. A gentle mixture of motoring and simple sailing
around the Kyles for a day, then back to Tarbert where
retail therapy seemed to be the order of the day.
Liz and Iain left after a couple of days, and took A.H.*
with them…
With the Azores High having been stolen, the rain started
of course, so we left Tarbert for Brodick, intending to be part
of the Prestwick promenade centenary celebrations the
following day, en route for home. The moorings at Brodick
were vacant – aren’t they always? Here’s the reason - the
boat was jumping around all over the place, it’s just a bit
too open there, and the ships anchored in the bay don’t
offer any shelter but do detract from the view. Guess what
– Lamlash again. We know we can always get a calm night
there whether it be off the island, Lamlash, or Kingscross.
It’s amazing what happens when you trade two ships for

Wreck Bay - a favourite anchorage with more room and a better view than Caladh

A ‘dooker’ on the move
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The Maids of Bute are on the move! (Sorry Parahandy)

Jim and Helen Thompson get to play with Sealeg’s spinnaker off Ardossan

a real island, the shelter was perfect – a different world,
quiet night as usual.
Saturday 26th June to Prestwick Bay, dressed overall to
support TCCs contribution to the prom thingy with Spirit..
“Washday blues”in Prestwick Bay Unfortunately, the bay
is very shoal, so we couldn’t get near enough to the shore
for anyone (including our children and grandchildren) to
recognise us! However we were quite close to the lifeboat
and police boat as they showed their respective paces,
so that was alright… Back to Troon without hitting the
bottom, so that was alright too.
23rd July after fitting new cooker and lots of other
work, we leave Troon towards Lochranza, then Tarbert
where the weather became dreich for four days, then
peaceful Wreck Bay again, and another visit from Venice
son.
To Largs, where we would pick up Liz (no Iain this time)
and fuel - £160 worth of it! The joys of motorsailing!
Next day to Rothesay via Port Bannatyne.
Weather a bit dreich again, took the bus to Kilchattan
and back. Not very exciting, but free.
Onward to Holy Loch marina – sailing! Weather a bit
dull, but that’s Holy Loch for you anyway.
Marina still under construction with a somewhat
undefined entrance through the moorings, but it will be
superb according to the plans. The main road was all dug
up as well, a new sewer I believe, so we look forward to
completion. Drinks aboard Gannet with David and Shirley,
nice evening.
To Largs – another leisurely sailing day, dropping Liz
off before popping across to Millport for the night, then
returning to Troon on 2nd Aug.
Aug/Sep Lamlash twice - saw the asteroids in company
with Tarragon again
To Millport – basking shark, then Lochranza ‘nother

Sunset over Wreck Bay
basking shark (Aug 31) . Took bus to Brodick the long way
round, a lovely run, worth every penny they didn’t charge.
To Wreck bay for another night, then Rothesay as F6
forecast. Inner harbour commandeered by mobos, the
RSMYC muster, so we stay outside the lifting bridge but no
lumpy problems to speak of.
Brisk sail to Troon requiring reefs (which we don’t usually
have to do) quite exhilarating.
Closing muster in Largs provided some photo
opportunities, but as usual we ran out of camera batteries
before the really good shots came round.
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Mull of Kintyre Chinook Crash
the Yachtsman’s evidence
Mark Holbrook

At 17:59 on Thursday 2 June 1994 a Chinook helicopter slammed into the hillside above the Mull of
Kintyre lighthouse. On board with the flight crew were 25 security specialists concerned with counter
IRA operations in Northern Ireland. It simultaneously became the RAF’s worst peacetime accident and
disaster for the Government’s counter intelligence operations. The controversy of the two dead pilots
being found guilty of gross negligence continues to this day. The last person to see the aircraft was a
‘lone’ yachtsman trying to round the Mull. What he claims to have seen forms part of the controversy.
The Committee Corridor in the House of Lords was just as
forbidding as I had expected. Niches with green leather seats
occupied by splendidly dressed military officers (Air Field
Marshals no less if I recall) with their advisors and knots of
relatives gathered around their latest star witness into the
unpredictable behaviour of the Chinook computerised flight
control system. Surely with a witness who had been subject
to a gagging order by his superiors at the RAF they would
not pay much attention to me waiting my turn to be called?
I had avoided any contact with campaign groups ever since
that dreadful night off the Mull but I was furious at my being
labelled an ‘unreliable witness’ by counsel for the MOD and
diagrams of far-extensive thick fog being used to condemn
the flight crew as grossly negligent. A clerk in rather quaint
legal dress came over to me to advise me I could make an
initial statement. Perhaps I should say what was in my mind.

at all and definitely not up to powering against a foul
stream round the Mull. I keep using ‘We’. The observant
amongst you will have noticed the ‘Lone Yachtsman’ as
the observer. There were two of us on the boat and the
fact that my friend Ian was never called to any inquiry
despite the hours of legal argument over my evidence
and the incorrect epiphet of the ‘Lone Yachtsman’ is
another mystery of the strange events which were about
to occur.
The wind was light and from the NE. We had some
high cloud for much of the trip south from Jura but as
we passed close to Gigha we had no trouble picking

up the West Cardinal buoy warning of the rocks lying
to the southwest of the island marking the area where
we understood the Queen often liked to have Britannia
drop her for a picnic. No royalty there today we noted,
but some watery sunshine managed to find its way
down to us. Past Gigha the wind started to veer and
strengthen. Whilst we were still making good time a wind
from the East had not been forecast and would be most
unwelcome for our trip round the Mull. I went down
below to start to look at alternatives. I had heard of others
putting in at Rathlin if a passage round the Mull were
impracticable but I had not been to this island lying just
off the Antrim coast and having its own set of tidal gates
to contend with. When I came up on deck again having
concluded that Ballycastle was probably a better bet than
Rathlin the weather had become showery and the veering
wind strengthened to a force five. We decided to close
with the Kintyre coast, follow it down to the Mull and
frankly take a look-see.
Our weather continued with intermittent showers
with some watery sun filtering through the cloud cover
and very occasionally a glimpse of blue sky. Over towards
the Mull though low cloud had come down to hug the
contours of the high ground. The wind continued to veer
and by four in the afternoon was set in the South East
and now an uncomfortable force six. By this time we
had passed Machrihanish with its secretive airbase and
were hard on the wind to keep close inshore. An hour
later we encountered heavy overfalls off the Mull Light.
We could not see Beinn na Lice standing above the light
– it was completely enveloped in cloud – but we could
see glimpses of the light itself as the clouds moved and
for all the time we were there we could see the lower
part of the white wall round the light complex. We were
there for a while – the tide was turning, we had missed
our opportunity to make it round the headland and the
worsening weather called for a sail change. No doubt
intimidated by the sea state we were in I opted to change
the genoa for a storm jib and the pitching of the yacht
resulted in several comprehensive duckings as I did so.
Whilst this was going on some half dozen fishing boats
came to join in the fun – they seemed to be trawling
in the overfalls themselves perhaps expecting that the
turbulence encouraged fish to feed there. At any event
they had got the timing right and I had got it wrong. With
shorter canvas set we made off to the south west to get
out of the area before the race proper developed.
The sail change had taken 20 minutes or so. It took
10 minutes to determine the contrary movements of
the fishing boats and work out that they were not pairtrawling and so we could pass between them so by 17.30

we were headed South West with a force six wind just to
the east of south. I had not had time to change and was
now very cold and miserable but since we were past the
fishing fleet and moving away from the race I left the
cockpit to Ian and went below to strip and make a cup
of tea. Having changed I switched on the BBC for the
weather forecast and swapped the helm with Ian asking
him to copy it down so that we could pick over it carefully
and decide what to do. In the event Ian called up to say
that reception was dreadful and that he could not hear
the forecast clearly but taking into account the sea areas
he could hear what was likely for us was a southerly force
seven but it could take as long as 12 hours to develop.
Not good, but it could have been worse. I commented
that now a helicopter had come to join in the fun. It was
flying low, perhaps on a SAR so could he turn up the vhf
on channel 16 to see if there was anything going on? The
helicopter was heading towards the Mull, I noticed it had
its gear down (of course I didn’t know if a helicopter’s
gear goes up or not but there you have it). I also noticed
flashing amber lights. The downdraft beat was weird –
different to anything I had experienced before almost
a thrumming that you could feel more than hear. As
I looked at the aircraft a shaft of sunlight glinted off
something reflective. I glanced towards the Mull. I could
see where it was but the headland was shrouded with
cloud. I could see the compound of the Light but not the
building itself. I could also see the island of Sanda – but
again wearing a shroud of cloud. I now looked towards
Antrim the heights of which I could see as well, or perhaps
it was Rathlin I was looking at. I made a note to have
another look at the chart to determine which it was.
There was no activity on channel 16 and we left it on.
The weather started to deteriorate further.
Dinner was a bit miserable but at least it was hot.
The wind had veered a little more and about 20.00 we
tacked and started to head East again planning to pass
at least four miles to the south of Sanda and Patterson’s
rock. We both knew Patterson Sinclair whose family had
been involved in the Troon lifeboats for generations. He
had an old photo of the crew all decked out in their cork
floats. They all looked like Patterson. We did not know if
the rock were named for his kin but we did know that a
relative of his was washed up on the beach at Sanda. Our
positioning was by DR and we were scared of the island in
the conditions we were facing – our offing would be very
conservative.
Now that we had a plan I called Clyde Coastguard
with a revised arrival time at Campbeltown. We had filed
a passage report on leaving Jura and would be overdue
soon. We had heard nothing but silence on channel 16 so

Chinook Helicopter

Mull of Kintyre Lighthose from the South

We had spent a couple of wonderful days at anchored at
Craighouse, Jura, just inside the shelter of the Fairy Isles.
We left at about ten in the morning as I recall with an hour
or two of foul tide. I was banking on a seven hour fair tide
south and then east round Kintyre with the light north
easterly that was blowing. My Contessa 26 only boasted a
petrol inboard engine which was very correctly described
as an auxiliary – auxiliary in my case if there was no wind
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I was surprised to be told when I called with routine traffic
that they were casualty working and the lifeboats were
out. Strange I thought, nothing on 16 at all and certainly
no ‘Seelonce’ call that we had heard. In fact the radio was
so un-naturally quiet that it was almost as if some form
of radio blackout had been introduced. I had listened
to enough casualty working to know that the Lifeboats
invariably reported in to Clyde on 16 and then requested
a change to their private working channel 0.
By 22.00 we had picked up the buoy guarding
Patterson’s rock. Our next objective was to sight the
Arranman’s Barrels buoy, which we did about 45 minutes
later. We passed about a mile to the East and then used
a constant back-bearing on the buoy to make sure
we were not being swept too far in to the coast as we
headed north east to round Johnston’s Point before
heading north to pick up Davaar Island Light guarding
the entrance to Campbeltown Loch. At 02.00 in heavy rain
we rounded Davaar and were passed by four lifeboats
heading into the Loch. We judged whatever the SAR
operation was it must now be over. Only one of the
lifeboats was local. We called Clyde to hear surprise in the
answer to our question if the casualty working was over
and could we pass a routine message? We reported that
we had arrived, overdue and at our alternative destination
of Campbeltown and not Lamlash on Arran. Our report
of our trip round the Mull was treated as routine – which
indeed it was. By 03.00 we were tied up in Campbeltown.
The next morning I phoned my wife from a call
box. She was concerned that in some way we had been
caught up in the helicopter crash since there were initial
reports of many bodies in the water at the foot of the
cliffs off Kintyre. This was the first I had heard of the crash
but it could very well have been the aircraft we saw the
previous evening. I went to Campbeltown police station,
gave them my name and said that I may have seen
the aircraft. The police did not seem to be interested,
journalists in the station did seem to be though. I avoided
them. We cast off and headed back to Troon.
The VHF seemed to be active again but this time
there was ‘seelonce’ imposed with searches as my wife
had described. I wondered why there had been no radio
traffic the night before? Later I came to the conclusion
– which is my own conclusion and I have not heard it
repeated – that there was a security clampdown on the
entire area and indeed some form of radio blackout on
public channels had been imposed. I was asked later if I
had seen any evidence of mortar tubes or rocket launch
equipment on the fishing boats and I was told by others
that there were fears that sensitive files as well as people
may very well have been in the water.
The weather was still pretty foul as we surfed in
through the entrance at Troon and we very quickly came
to the conclusion that picking up my wall mooring would
be hard in the circumstances. I called the marina – asked
for a berth to be told there was one waiting for me.
Strange, I thought, I never berth in the marina. Heading
to the specified berth my lines were helpfully taken by
gentlemen in dark jump suits who promptly introduced
themselves as policemen. My boat was declared a
no-go area (complete with garlands of blue and white
chequered crime scene type tape) and my charts and
log books impounded. I have never seen my documents
from that day to this. I and my crew were it seems free to
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go. Nobody official seemed interested in asking what we
had seen. The pack of press forcing the other end of the
pontoon down in to the sea on the other hand were most
definitely interested. I declined any interviews but this
didn’t prevent headlines of ‘Death ‘Copter flew over my
mast’ the next day and the epithet of the lone yachtsman
was born.
Despite having my name, address and indeed my
boat (I removed the tape three days later since nobody
else seemed to be interested and I was fed up paying fees
to the marina) it was later reported to the Fatal Accident
Inquiry that Strathclyde Police delayed interviewing me
because they had difficulty in tracing me. I was allowed
access to a chart and relayed the information as best I
could. I pointed out that I had no navigational aids on
board and this was a small boat. If my position was that
important perhaps an expert on the tides in the area
could assist in developing a DR position with greater
accuracy? I also pointed out that I had no idea what a
Chinook looked like. My idea of altitude was based on
watching Sea Kings on SAR operations off Troon but the
two aircraft may be of vastly different sizes and the height
and range were therefore linked to the size of the aircraft
and the perspective from my position. Could they arrange
for me to see a Chinook at different heights and ranges
I could then say ‘It looked like that’ instead of asking me
to estimate height, range and speed? It seemed not.
These facilities were not available, all they wanted were
my estimates. I asked if they had interviewed my crew? It
seemed not, my evidence alone would be enough and in
due course I would have to visit a Board of Inquiry to give
the evidence again.
For something that has dragged on 17 years the
first inquiry was a very low-key affair. I visited the police
station in Dumbarton and found a ‘court’ of three young
servicemen. My comments on lights, landing gear and
feeling the ‘thrum’ of the downdraft all seemed to confirm
to them my estimate between 200 and 400 feet as
altitude. Beinn na Lice, the hill behind the Mull of Kintyre
Light rises to some 1400 feet. No surprise was evident
when I described the aircraft including sunshine catching
something reflective on it. I described being able to see
where the lighthouse was but not the light itself and
high-country back towards Ireland. I told them I could see
the aircraft, I could see where Sanda was and where the
light was and, no doubt, the pilots could see where these
landmarks were too and if that were the case I ventured
to presume that their intention was to fly to seaward of
the high ground. Given my viewpoint in a very small boat
in a rough sea though I asked what success there had
been in identifying the six fishing boats? I was told ‘none’
though the RUC had been contacted. I expressed my
surprise at contacting the RUC there were saltires and lion
rampants on the boats, as I had told the police, they were
surely Scottish. At this point the Board had it seemed all it
needed and I was discharged.
The board initial findings were critical of the air
crew but not overtly so. They judged that the burden of
proof required in the event of dead aircrew who could
not give evidence themselves had not been reached
in order to find for negligence. The reviewing officers
however disagreed and found the aircrew guilty of gross
negligence a decision which has baffled reviews ever
since. The decision hinges on the weather conditions at

the time and whether the crew could see the position of
the high ground at the Mull with sufficient precision and
with sufficiently clear weather round it that they could
continue under Visual Flight Rules (VFR) and navigate
around the obstruction or should they have climbed to
a height where Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) had to be
used. At the time I saw the aircraft it was at a height (not
contested it seems) where it clearly was flying under VFR.
The problem was it continued at that height, did not alter
course and flew right into the high ground above the Mull
of Kintyre Light. The situation defied explanation. The
senior officers though, and again they appear to be alone
in this, took the view that the weather conditions were so
bad that the aircraft should never have been where it was
under VFR anyway so, irrespective as to why they did not
manoeuvre, they were guilty of gross negligence.
Quite apart from the distress this finding no
doubt caused the families I would comment – without
drawing any conclusions you must understand – that
the level of compensation payable to families under the
circumstances where the service men were found guilty
of gross negligence is very, very, much reduced.
If the accident had occurred in England the next step
would have been an inquest. A relatively simple affair held
by a coroner and a jury tasked with returning a verdict on
how and when the deceased died.
But this was not in England and Scottish Law
requires a Fatal Accident Inquiry (FAI). The inquiry had to
be called by the Procurator Fiscal and would be held in a
Sheriff Court. The official concerned, one Iain Henderson,
encountered an unwillingness on the part of the MOD
to convene the inquiry. After he retired in June 2002
Henderson claimed* that the Air Accident Inquiry Board’s
(AAIB) report had been withheld and this delayed the
convening of the FAI which could not be held without this
report. The AAIB report was finally made available in June
1995 but with the rider that it could not be tabled at the
FAI. Finally the Crown Office intervened and permission
was given to table the report and in January 1996 a Fatal
Accident Inquiry was convened at the Sheriff Court in
Paisley because the facilities in Campbeltown were too
small.
An FAI is not meant to be adversarial. There is no
dispute – the fatalities are dead. This one had evidence
for the crown lead by the Advocate Depute, MOD
counsel, Boeing counsel, counsel for the pilot, counsel
for the co-pilot, counsel for the relatives all with their
seconds and ranks of advisors. This was a big inquiry
and witnesses faced not just cross-examination by one
group but potentially five. The central question was why
a sophisticated aircraft apparently was just flown into the
hill? Crucial to the determination was the weather at the
time, the speed and height of the aircraft. There were ten
witnesses to the weather. Nine of them were in low cloud
on the Mull itself. One was at sea and was the last to see
flight ZD576. The situation was, of course, complex but it
would not be wrong to sum it up as either:
The conditions were fog. This was supported by the
nine witnesses on the Mull. The aircraft should have been
flying under IFR and should not have been at the height it
was at. As a result the pilots were grossly negligent.
or
The conditions were not fog, instead there was
low cloud hugging the Mull and Sanda. There was clear

visibility around these obstacles and the aircraft could fly
under VFR around them. This is supported by the height,
speed and radio protocol of the aircraft at the time of
the crash but something prevented them making the
turn at the lighthouse waypoint. Potential candidates
were the flight control system on the Chinook. This view
was supported by the one witness who was not in fog –
myself.
The Sheriff declined to make a determination of
negligence. The MOD maintained its position – the pilots
were grossly negligent.
Further inquiries followed. There was a House of
Commons Public Accounts Inquiry into why there was a
hanger full of Chinook Mk 2s, which had never flown and
they determined that the poorly designed software could
have been a factor in the Mull of Kintyre accident.
Finally there was a House of Lords Inquiry.
The door of Committee room 3 opened and I was ushered into
a formal room by the gentleman in the quaint legal costume.
I was faced by a rather formidable array of five lords. The Air
Marshall had given evidence before me and in the corner on a
flip-chart I recognised the drawing showing fog all around the
Mull – including the position I had been in where there was no
fog. “I understand you have a statement to make to us before we
begin” said Lord Tombs…..
The following is an extract from Hansard, the journal
recording parliamentary business and in this case the
report of the select committee investigating the Mull of
Kintyre Crash:
63. The state of the weather was crucial to the conclusions
of the investigating board and of the two Air Marshals.
Two witnesses gave oral evidence to the Board as to
weather. First Mr Murchie, a keeper at the lighthouse,
spoke of visibility there being some 15-20 metres, but 400500 metres to the north. The Board asked him no further
questions about weather. The second was Mr Holbrook, the
yachtsman, whose initial statement to the Strathclyde Police
contained an expression of opinion “that the helicopter
pilot would have been in a position to clearly see the local
land mass”. In his statement to the Board Mr Holbrook
said that the aircraft was well below cloud level and
visibility was about a mile limited by haze. At the time he
was about two nautical miles south west of the lighthouse.
He was asked three questions by the Board of which one
was relevant to weather, namely whether he could see the
physical features of the cliff on the Mull. To this he replied
“no”.
64. When he gave evidence at the FAI Mr Holbrook
expressed the opinion that the pilot could have seen “the
location of the Mull lighthouse” and described the low
cloud as “hugging the Mull” (Sheriff’s determination, p 110
of HL Paper 25(ii)). He was criticised by the Ministry of
Defence for having given different versions of his account
to the Board and the FAI. In these circumstances we invited
him to give evidence, an invitation which he willingly
accepted.
65. Mr Holbrook’s evidence to us began with a statement
which he had asked leave to make (Q 594). He explained
that the low cloud clung to the contours of the high ground
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so that the location of the Mull massif itself was not in
doubt from sea level. He considered that the crew of the
aircraft when he saw it could determine without ambiguity
where the Mull was and could see the cliffs, beach and
lower perimeter walls of the lighthouse complex.
66. Mr Holbrook reaffirmed that when he saw the aircraft
he could not see the physical features of the Mull but he
went on to explain that he was able to see the location of
the lighthouse complex because the buildings and the white
perimeter wall showed up as a colour change against the
background of the land mass (QQ 594, 602). The top of the
lighthouse was in cloud as the cloud level moved up and
down (Q 606). Mr Holbrook went on to explain that the
cloud was following the contours of the land and was very
localised (Q 615). He also remarked, as he had done before
the Board, that the helicopter was in sunlight as it passed
(Q 619). At that time the aircraft was about two miles to
the south west of the lighthouse. He expressed the opinion
that the aircraft was flying at a height of between 200 and
400 ft and that the crew would have been better able to
see the position of the lighthouse than he was at sea level
with a certain amount of spray (QQ 610-13). He estimated
the speed of the aircraft to be 60-80 knots but did not feel
confident enough to be dogmatic as he had not previously
seen a Chinook in flight. However, it was his impression that
the aircraft was travelling sufficiently slowly to be involved
in a search and rescue operation (Q 639).
67. We do not consider that Mr Holbrook changed his
evidence between his appearances before the Board and
the FAI, rather that when he was subjected to professional
examination and cross-examination at the FAI and to our
questioning he was able to expand upon the rather brief
evidence which he had given to the Board. We had no
hesitation in accepting him as a reliable and convincing
witness.
68. In his statement to the police and in his evidence to us
Mr Holbrook referred to the fact that the trawlers round
which he was manoeuvring appeared to be Scottish as one
of them had St Andrew’s cross painted on the superstructure
(Q 630). When Wing Commander (now Group Captain)
Pulford gave evidence to us he was asked whether the
Board sought evidence from any of the fishing vessels
referred to by Mr Holbrook. He replied that they had
tracked down the fishing vessels to Northern Ireland and the
RUC could neither find anybody who had seen the aircraft
nor trace some of the boats (Q 11).
69. It is perhaps surprising in view of Mr Holbrook’s
statement to the Strathclyde Police about the trawler with
St Andrew’s cross on the superstructure that that force were
not asked to pursue the matter. It is perhaps even more
surprising that the Board asked Mr Holbrook only one
question in relation to weather and used the answer as a
component in the construction of a theory as to the probable
course adopted by the pilots.
70. Mr Holbrook explained to us that he had repeatedly but
unsuccessfully asked to see photographs of a Chinook at
different heights and ranges, in order the better to estimate
the height and speed of the aircraft when he saw it. He
clearly felt that he would have been in a better position
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to assist the Board had he been furnished with such
information. We do not know why the Board did not accede
to his request or afford him the opportunity of seeing a
Chinook in flight.
71. The statements taken by Strathclyde Police which dealt
with weather were all from persons on the Mull at or above
the height of the lighthouse and did not therefore throw
light on the extent to which the land mass could be seen
from an aircraft approaching from seaward. These persons
all spoke of being enveloped in cloud to a greater or lesser
degree.
On September 8, 2010 Deputy Prime Minister, Chris
Clegg, announced a review of the evidence on the crash
of flight ZD576 and consideration of new evidence.
One new piece of information is the review of the flight
control software fitted to ZD576, undertaken by the
military contractor EDS in July 1993. The review examined
18% of the total lines of code before it stopped its
analysis because of the density of discrepancies. In their
report EDS told the MOD that a “large number of category
1 and 2 anomalies which totalled 259 could deflect the
MOD from fully grasping their impact… When there
are hundreds of such anomalies the threshold of what
is acceptable tends to be diminished by the presence
of so many anomalies….” The MOD’s own experts at
Boscombe Down refused to endorse the air-worthiness
of the Chinook Mk 2 until the flight control software was
re-written.
It never was.
Mark Holbrook February 2011
The cairn erected in the memory of those who died in the tragedy

Dilly Dally
Loch Etive and Ben Starav
Jim Evans

I have not written anything for the year book since
my 1985 cruise on ‘Mist of Pendle’ which won the
Nautical Narrative, so it seems high time to write
again. This year my son Richard and I set off in mid
June aboard our 26ft Verl class sloop Dilly Dally. We
sailed up to Oban via the Crinan canal and had
a night ashore, before leaving in the morning to
catch low water at the Falls of Lora and enter Loch
Etive.
The purpose of this cruise was to access some
otherwise difficult of access climbs and walks. We
sailed right up to the head of the Loch, where
we anchored in a bit of a bight, giving some
protection from any fetch coming up the loch. The
anchorage had the distinct advantage of being
right under our proposed climb, Ben Starav. I used
a mid-19th century chart for the passage. I could
well invite comments on the back of a postcard for
using a seriously obsolete chart, but in reality this
is the only survey ever made, and it really did not
matter until we were at the head of the loch where
the River Etive might quite likely have caused
silting, but naturally we were making good use of
the sounder. The weather was overcast so we could
not see the whole mountain, which is probably the
norm in Glen Etive. It is quite a wild and remote
area.
Next morning was clearer as we packed our
rucksacks and rowed ashore. The route took us up
past the head of the loch where we were able to
join a faint track leading up the North ridge. The
Munro guide for the Scottish Mountaineering Club
describes the ascent of Ben Starav as ‘brutal’. For a
publication like the SMC guide to say that, makes it
clear that this is a major expedition. It was certainly
a long hard climb, and when I saw the final boulder
strewn knife-edge ridge to the summit, I did have

some doubts, but we managed. I am much more
cautious than my son and was quite worried about
slipping off a boulder, with near vertical drops of
thousands of feet each side of us. We had lunch on
the peak before descending to find a burn where we
could refill our water bottles and walk on back to the
boat. The whole round took over eight hours.
That evening we dropped down to near the loch
entrance ready to leave at high water the following
morning. We got through the narrows with no
problem. To be honest, I was probably more familiar
with the tides there than many visitors since I had
been one of the regular Officers at Oban Coastguard.
Once clear we crossed the Firth of Lorne and up
the Sound of Mull to Lochaline where we anchored
off the former sandmine. Even when it was in use,
we still anchored here in the past. Since it was not
recommended in the sailing directions, nobody ever
went there and so we always had the anchorage to
ourselves. The machinery always shut down at tea
time anyway, so no problem, and the social club there
was always friendly. Surprisingly few yachtsmen visit
this club, who always welcome visitors and now no
longer even require you to sign in. Certainly I know
that members of the TCC have visited the club from
time to time. From there we walked most of the way
across Morvern, stopping at a nice little bothy on the
way.
Once we got back to ‘LA’ as the locals love to call it, we
washed ourselves, dined at the hotel over by the main
pier outside the loch and next morning moved back
down to Oban for more stores. The cruise was centred
on short hops to good walks, but at this point we
noticed that the weather was indicating a change and
suspicious it was about to break down completely, we
headed straight for Crinan. Passing through the canal,
the weather did start to break, the forecast was poor
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and the barometer was dropping fast. By the time we
tied up at Ardrishaig it was blowing a gale and we
were getting bumped about quite a lot in the basin,
something which I have never experienced before.
There was every sign that this was a longer spell of
bad weather, so I sent Richard home on the bus and
as for myself, I just waited for a lull. I think I should
pass on a tip for fellow club members. Since there was
a gale warning for sea area Malin and I had overstayed
my three day pass, I went to the lock-keeper and
claimed ‘safe haven’, which was granted immediately,
cheerfully, and in fact he said there was no rush to
leave, stay until I felt it safe. This request requires a
marina, harbourmaster or lock-keeper to allow you to
stay without charge until the gale is declared ‘ceased’
and is a legal requirement. Most yachts are unaware
of this and without a formal request, they would
be charged. In fact someone locked up to escape
the weather, did not ask for the ‘safe haven’ and was
charged the full amount. I was quite sorry for him
when I heard since he was in a tiny yacht and was not
obviously showing riches, unlike many of the big posh
yachts there.
A day or two later there was a lull, so I sailed up past
Otter Spit and into the very sheltered Loch Gair where
I dropped the anchor in the middle of the loch with a
trip line down then, carefully and thoroughly, dug it in
going astern, after which I let out lots more chain.

Gannet’s
Short Trip
Shirley Scott

We only had a short holiday on Gannet this
year due to various celebrations that included
our Golden Wedding Anniversary and a trip to
Canada,(land), and to Alaska (sea, in a 85,000 ton
vessel).
So we finally made it, with food and drink on
board and the usual fish and chips supper to
start us off in the right frame of mind.
How good it was to be tucked up on board and
with a good forecast - wonderful.
Off we set next morning across Irvine Bay. It
is amazing how the sea and the wind
can change so much and, as
the wind was really rather
nice, I handed the tiller
over to David. We passed
Ardrossan and, as we
approached the Cumbraes,
the wind began to drop. It was a
north-easterly, so hardly surprising as
we got into the shelter of the islands and
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Next morning the forecast was terrible. The barometer
was very low, at the level of a severe winter depression.
The boat was heeling way over in the vicious howling
wind, so that I had to do the old dodge our ships
stewards used to do of putting a wet dishcloth on the
table to stop everything sliding around. After washing
up I switched on the instruments and checked the
anemometer. It was a steady fifty knots with stronger
gusts - force 9 to 10. I phoned home and as soon as
there was a late afternoon lull, rowed ashore. I left my
number with a local boatman and then I got the bus
home. It was a week before it eased enough to sail the
boat back down to Troon. This is the first time ever that
weather has prevented me from getting back from a
cruise. What an early end to summer!
Ben Starav and Jim on the summit

that wretched tide was playing with us. The boat became
rather lazy, boring and we tried to find some wind very little, very soothing or snoozing kind of weather,
and David was falling asleep, so handed the tiller to
me and went down below for a snooze. Of course as
we went up towards Rothesay up came the wind
and I was easing out the main in the good 7 - 8
kts. David came up wondering what was going
on and up we roared towards Rothesay Oh,
round the corner looking at the lovely red
rocks and houses. Woops, rather shallow
and Gannet was to be seen doing a hasty
turn out to sea.
David had fun in the outer harbour
practicing reversing, turning
and generally keeping himself
entertained until the bridge
opened. Moored up and in came
another Westerly which was
rather nice.
Fish and Chips? “Don’t have
fish and chips in Rothesay.
There is no good Chippy
here, have a curry
instead!”. The
Black Bull
does not serve
meals during
the week so we
found a good steak
and chips further on.

A McRoberts

plumbers and heating engineers
Gas Safe Services
Service and repairs | gas cookers | boilers
fires | central heating | breakdown cover from
Celsius Homecare

visit our website

www.gasserve.co.uk

for our full range of natural and lpg appliances,
caravan spares and chandlery
66 Irvine Road Kilmarnock tel/fax 01563 533817
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We had the thrill of watching Drum racing passed us

Holy Loch Marina - very pleasant staff

Sunshine next day, so off up the Clyde, again with this
north-easterly. What scenery, what views, what sailing
and WHAT A LOT OF BOATS! Down at Troon we have such
space that we really do not have to worry which boat is
going what way.

constructions of Coulport, complete with MOD vessel
keeping an eye on us.
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We enjoyed seeing the Waverley as we both passed the
Gantocks, where of course, the Waverley had had too
close an encounter. We were interested to see boats
passing between these rocks and the shore. Well, well,
perhaps next time.
We slipped between the ferry boats and waved to “Jim
Crow” on the shore. This rock looks like a monster and is
painted by the locals and used to give a great thrill to our
youngsters when we were visiting relations at Hunter’s
Quay. We were aiming for the recommended Holy Loch
Marina, so slipped round the corner into Holy Loch, where
of course we got our come-uppance as the wind was
right on the nose. I mean you can’t have the wind being
kind all the day can you?
Tick-tack and tick-tack from side to side avoiding
numerous moorings and lobster pots and noticed that
boats that were just motoring into the wind were not
making all that much on us.
Now where is that Marina? We called up the Marina office
and even though she was so clear with her instructions,
could we find the opening? No - Ah yes, there it is! It was
too jolly windy on the visitor’s pontoon and rather far
from things so we just popped into a spare berth facing
into the wind. On calling up the office they told us to
move one further on and in came a big family boat with a
big family all having a party. So sad, as when they all left
we saw the sign For Sale; maybe it was a farewell party.
We remember Holy Loch when it had the submarine dry
dock sitting skulking in the middle and the endless taxis
that ran along the shore road. Now it is a marina, a cafe
and a chandlery and very pleasant staff who, apparently
all belong to the same family.
What a lovely sunny day, what a treat! Next day, same
wind direction but it was low cloud and drizzle, really loch
weather. We shot out of the Holy Loch but as we turned
the corner into Loch Long we just motored up in the
murk with the wind on our nose. As we progressed up the
west shore we could just see in the mist something that
looked as if it was out of a James Bond movie, the sinister
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Round into Loch Goil we could see very little but in the
distance were the section lights to keep us on course. We
could also see what looked like a day’s outing for a fishing
club but it turned out to be an underwater experimental
station with “the little fishing boats” being perimeter
buoys.
Up to the top, Lochgoilhead and pick up a mooring.
Going ashore we met a young boy fishing off the jetty.
He caught a fish! On his first try, Oh! blood! David helped
him by removing the hook and killing the fish. Then to
pay our dues. The buoys are laid and maintained locally
so we were happy to pay and have a chat with the locals
and then on to explore this little village. Very pretty and
we admired the strong metal seats with picture work
in metal. See photo. Getting fed up with the damp we
returned to find that our fishing boy had caught quite a
few fish and ‘I don’t like fish’ he said, so we were happy
to give him a little something for some beautiful fresh
mackerel; what a treat.
Yes, it rained the next day, just the drizzle and the wind on
the nose so it was a motor back to Holy Loch and met Bill
and Kath and watched birthday celebrations going on. A
sailing club had come up for a cruise and were having a
good time. Well, would you believe it, we had two lovely,
glorious days of sunshine and good winds taking us
home. We flew down the Clyde with this north-easterly
again and had the thrill of watching Drum racing passed
us. Well she just tramped passed us, with a group of
learners sitting on her huge deck, receiving sailing lessons
of some kind. She was so fast we felt stationary.
Millport, weren’t we lucky, the wind was in the right
quarter but, oh yes, we decided to be lazy and pick up a
mooring and, quess what, the owner came along. Luckily
she was another Fulmar, so was very polite to us as we
made our apologies and moved off. David and I with
our walking group do the circuit of Cumbrae when the
weather is not good enough for a hill. This little island is
a joy both on and off (when the wind is from the north of
course!)
Yes, we had the sun the next day back to Troon. Amazing,
just six days and we had such a holiday.
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Harrier
Highlights
Sine and Domhnull Montgomery

It was September and time to take
Harrier back down to Troon for the
winter. We were a week later than the
previous year as we had made plans
to cruise in company with Lily J and
Stroller as far as Oban with possibly
a side trip to Tobermory before we
would head off south and they would
return to Glencoe.
However, as anyone who goes
sailing will know, plans should not be
made. It’s far better to have a vague
idea of where you want to go and
various permutations of how to get
there!
Plan A was scuppered when we
woke on Saturday to pouring rain,
Lily J wasn’t quite ready to leave and
the crew of Stroller refused to leave departure postponed, on to plan B.
Sunday dawned with blue skies
and sunshine - good plan. However,
they came at the expense of wind
- none at all. We set off and by the
time everything was stowed away
(why do two people need so much
stuff?) we were approaching the
Corran Narrows. A call to the ferry
brought the news that they would
be leaving in three minutes, so with a
touch more juice, the helpful tide and
a cheery wave we headed out into
Loch Linnhe.
By now there was a bit of wind but
not really in a helpful direction - why
was I not surprised? We did put up
the sails, but after a while, when we
didn’t appear to be making much
progress it was on with the engine.
While it was pleasant (and quieter)
to be sailing, we were trying to make
Kerrera that night!
Our trip down passed Port Appin,
which we’d visited in the summer
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and the entrance to Loch Creran,
one of the destinations during our
Sadler rally in 2009. The Creagan Inn
near the head of the loch has two
moorings and good food.
Approaching the entrance to
Oban Bay we thought we were in
luck as we saw one ferry heading in,
but true to form, as we got nearer
Maiden Island, there was another
one coming out! I would suggest
that a copy of the Cal-Mac timetable
is as essential as tide tables when
planning passages on the west
coast of Scotland, as there is nothing
worse than seeing one of those
ferries bearing down on you at
close quarters - at least to this crew
member.
We ended the day with a meal
at the Waypoint, still in our sailing
gear as the wind was getting up and
the canvas walls meant it was a bit
draughty.
Monday arrived with more wind,
rain and a nasty forecast so we
battened down the hatches and
stayed put, emerging only to have
a drink and blether aboard Lily J. A
decision was made to forego the trip
to Tobermory and with the weather
set to deteriorate further the crew
had to reluctantly cancel the hair
appointment she’d made for the end
of the week. Storm bound on Kerrera
must have been one of the stranger
reasons the hair-dresser had heard,
tho’ she must have been able to hear
that I wasn’t joking!
Tuesday arrived dry, but no let
up with the wind. Domhnull took
advantage of a lull to untwist the
main halyard and I was very glad to
hand over the task of hoisting him

up the mast to Martin and Jeff.
In the afternoon, before the ferry
stopped running we went across to
Oban to stock up on essentials.
We weren’t the only folk who had
to change their plans. One group had
only got the boat on the Saturday,
reached Kerrera on the Sunday and
from the looks of things weren’t
going to get much further. It was
useful to find out where people were
going as we were heading for the
canal and with only two of us it was
going to be a bit of a job. Where, oh
where, was John McLaughlin, who
had come up with us the previous
year and why were No 1 son and No
4 nephew, who’d cycled the tow-path
on the way back, mysteriously too
busy working to help us out?
Tuesday night was very noisy
and unsettled - and we were tied to
a pontoon! In any case I was glad
to see Wednesday, which brought
showers, but let us have a bit of a
walk or struggle against the wind. The
forecast was still not what the crew
would have liked, but three days had
exhausted the delights of Kerrera so
preparations were made for setting
sail on Thursday.
We were up betimes in the
morning and took our leave of
Martin and Liz on Lily J. They were
planning a quicker return to Glencoe
than anticipated due to the weather.
The sun actually had the cheek to
appear as we put the sails up - two
reefs in the main and just a wee bit
of genny. The crew was all for the
engine, but the captain was made of
sterner stuff and by the time we were
heading towards Insh Island I was
actually suggesting a bit more sail!

Bring your boat to Scotland’s premier marinas…
and we’ll give you a special 2011 welcome!
Kip, Craobh & Fairlie Quay Marinas - at the centre of Scotland’s finest
cruising waters and with easy access by road, rail or air from the whole of the UK.

Fairlie Quay Marina, Largs
Tel: 01475 568267
info@fairliequaymarina.co.uk
www.fairliequaymarina.co.uk

Craobh Marina,
South of Oban
Tel: 01852 500222
craobhmarina@talk21.com
www.craobhmarina.co.uk

Kip Marina,
Inverkip, Renfrewshire
Tel: 01475 521485
info@kipmarina.co.uk
www.kipmarina.co.uk

Leaving Oban under engine but the sails were soon up
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The stronger wind meant that
we arrived at Crinan earlier than
expected and decided to head on to
Dunardry. Our idea was to see how
we would manage the lock with just
the two of us. Once again our plans
were thwarted, as we arrived at the
lock just as the canal employees were
finishing for the day, leaving the
lock gates ready for the morning, so
no chance of a wee practice! In fact
there was one boat ahead of us - too
long for us to sneak in behind, so
by the time it was our turn, we had
been joined by two others and there
were plenty hands to go around! The
sun came out and there was time for
lunch on the way.
At Ardrishaig, although the sun
had disappeared, there was a good
wind and enough time to get down
to Tarbert, checking with the chef
every now and then so she’d know
when to put on the potatoes. I
hasten to add that she was ashore
and on this occasion this was not
another task for the crew to fit in
between taking down sails, putting
out fenders etc. etc. All you crew
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members will know what I mean!
We spent a pleasant evening
ashore, relaxing, and with the
weather improving, decided to get an
early start on Saturday morning. We
were relying on the off-spring to pick
us up at Troon - too much baggage
for the bus, so we couldn’t be too late
and disturb their social calendar.
Leaving Tarbert, ferry timetables
come in useful again, although
there is more room to manoeuvre.
The better weather seemed to have
brought people out, as we saw more
yachts that day than on any other
occasion. They were all heading in
the opposite direction from us! Had
we missed some dire warning on the
radio? No, Portavadie was having a
two for one deal that weekend! In
any case, we headed south in the
sunshine with the wind coming and
going. At one point we decided to
have a cuppa and if the wind hadn’t
increased after that, we’d put the
engine on. True to form, I’d just lit the
gas, when we were scudding along.
Thank goodness all crew members
are well versed in making tea at an

angle of 45º! Of course there is always
the opportunity to get one’s own
back if the captain goes below!
By early evening we were back
at our pontoon berth in Troon. As
usual some time was taken in tidying
up and deciding what had to come
ashore and what could be left for
another time. Travelling by public
transport helps concentrate the mind
plus the half-mile walk at the other
end, but we did manage to condense
our luggage to a reasonable amount
- meaning that the next trip down
would involve the car and trailer!
Harrier’s summer mooring on Loch Linnhe

Arlil’s ‘Plan B’

Clyde Marina is based in Ardrossan on the north
Ayrshire coast. We enjoy excellent links by land, sea
and air, sitting on the A78 which runs the length of
the scenic Ayrshire coast. Glasgow is approximately
30 miles away.
The marina offers the deepest water marina
berthing on the Clyde, 4.5m below chart datum
throughout the marina.
The marina entrance with it’s closeable storm gate
creates the most protected berthing in the region.

We ALSO offer:
GREAT SERVICE
COMPETITIVE RATES
280 fully serviced berths
Non-slip concrete pontoons
Secure marina access
Extensive car parking

www.clydemarina.com
Clyde Marina Ltd, Ardrossan, Ayrshire, KA22 8DB T: 01294 607077 F: 01294 607076 E: info@clydemarina.com VHF Channel 80 (office hours)

www.clydemarina.com

Clyde Marina Ltd, Ardrossan, Ayrshire, KA22 8DB T: 01294 607077 F: 01294 607076 E: info@clydemarina.com VHF Channel 80 (ofﬁce hours)
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Arlil’s year of trying to go somewhere different for a change — John Haston

Plan A had actually been to make it up to Crinan round
the Mull in time for the Classic Wooden Boat Festival.
However, as the day approached, the forecast made it
obvious that Arlil wasn’t going to make it around the Mull
(in one piece anyway) and Plan B came into force – we
would sail up the Clyde and into the lochs and spend two
weeks visiting places we had never been before. If Crinan
became a possibility, then so be it, but we could miss it
for one year.
Day one
So, the intention was to leave the house at 9am at the
latest and be loaded up and gone from Troon by midday,
eating our picnic on the way over to Brodick in order to
avoid the dreaded Lamlash Lop effect. Yes, obviously
we’ve been to Brodick before, but we have to operate

within the realms of the possible! Somewhere around
12, when we hadn’t even left the house, it dawned on
us that it wasn’t going to happen. We made it to Troon
around 1pm and had our picnic on the nice new benches
while chatting to the usual suspects, finally leaving Troon
after loading up and fuelling up around 4.15. Almost
immediately, we discovered we had a problem with one
of the shrouds, meaning we couldn’t raise the mainsail.
However, as there was no wind whatsoever, this really
wasn’t a pressing problem. Persistent drizzle soon turned
into full-scale rain, precipitating a dash for the oilies.
Given how badly the crew’s salopettes leak, however, their
usefulness was debatable. This was probably the single
most tedious journey we have ever made in Arlil. Low
mist meant that Arran was invisible until we were about
a mile from it. Even then, the mist was hovering at only
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roughly 50 feet above sea level. We did, however, sight a
couple of gannets, a bunch of guillemots and a couple of
porpoises which were company of a sort. We eventually
picked up a mooring around 20.45 and set a new tradition
of arrival drinks by opening a bottle or two of Crabbies
Alcoholic Ginger Beer (other ginger beers are available),
which were consumed as we dried out thanks to Arlil’s
lovely old-fashioned charcoal stove. Much appreciated.
Day two
The day dawned bright and breezy. We departed
Brodick at 11.45 after repairing the shroud problem.
This necessitated the captain fashioning a bosun’s chair
out of a spare bit of rope and the crew winching him
up the main mast to place the shroud back on the mast
shoulder from which it had slipped. This afforded great
amusement to neighbouring yachties and considerable
discomfort to the captain’s nether regions, but the job
got done. Had a visit from John Mosson on Gina who was
aiming for Tarbert in search of free Wi-Fi and a shower.
We eventually decided to head for Rothesay (yes, we’ve
been there before too) firstly, to take advantage of the
promised NW winds and secondly, because it promised
safe haven from the even stronger winds forecast for
the next two days. The first part of the journey was faffy
as the winds were wafting from just about every other
point of the compass other than the NW. Eventually
though, we raised all four sails and switched the engine
off. Very shortly afterward, the captain had to leap up
to the main mast and reef the mainsail, but we made
a smart pace all the way to Rothesay arriving at 19.15,
where a very nice lady let us use the showers even
though they were officially closed. We had a great chat
with a fellow wooden boat owner who tied up to the
pontoon beside us. His boat was a beautifully restored
lugger – very pretty, but still taking on so much water that
the automatic bilge pump was going literally every two
minutes … all night.
Arlil and Dream Twister at Trabert
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Day three
The crew was panicking a bit about the 24 hour forecast.
Nevertheless, the though of spending the next three days
in Rothesay had us setting sail for Tarbert (yes, we’ve been
there before too) at 10.20 in light winds and sunshine. So
warm was it, in fact, that the crew was still in just a T-shirt,
despite her usual resemblance to the Pilsbury Doughboy
when sailing. Had a beautiful motor sail up and down
the Kyles in light winds – oddly enough, they managed
to be on the nose regardless of our sailing direction.
Wonderful sightings of sunbathing seals roaring the odds
at each other and seagull mummys in catfights over food
scraps for the weans. Turning into Loch Fyne, the wind
began to increase and blow steadily from the NW, so the
engines went off, the fleece layers went on and we sailed
up to Tarbert, going faster and faster. At 1.83 miles out of
Tarbert, things began to get a little “difficult” and the crew
got “agitated”, so the captain was forced to reef the main.
The crew was just extremely glad she had talked him out
of putting up a second jib earlier on. Arrived in Tarbert at
16.25, tying up to the new NE pontoon behind another
lovely wooden boat – a Twister from Ireland called Dream
Twister (original that). This, of course, was the cue for
an extended conversation with the owner who happily
joined in the traditional arrivals ceremony.
Days four – seven
And there we stayed! The wind blew up a hooly for the
next four days and the NE pontoon became extremely
busy with lots of boats running for shelter. Some of them
were really interesting craft, including a large French craft
crewed by a hippy-esque husband and wife, who spent
all their time year-round sailing about with their cat. We
met several other wooden boat owners who had planned
to get to Crinan and spent a memorable evening with
the skipper and crew of Zubenubi – the sore heads were
all their fault – honest. It was also the weekend of the

The Waverly in Loch Fyne

Seafood Festival so there was tons going on, even though
we missed the Seafood Queen crowning ceremony
because we didn’t see the sign about the change of
venue until after we’d hiked up to the castle! There is a
lot of good walking around Tarbert and we both really
liked the old Dutch Barge restaurant – thoroughly nice
people and great food and wine, including a ten-course
seafood banquet for the festival. They were also really
kind the day the rain didn’t let up all day, letting stir-crazy
mariners lounge around inside the restaurant drinking
excellent coffee and reading the papers for hours, as
well as printing off the met office forecasts for us. We
even made it to the Crinan Classic Festival, though it was
somewhat embarrassing to have to explain to old friends
and acquaintances that we’d actually come by bus.
Day eight
There looked to be a 24-hour weather window, so after
some consideration we decided to run for home. We
departed Tarbert at midday after a horrible experience
while fuelling up, which involved damage to the bowsprit,
the side and the crew’s equanimity. However, we had
a lovely sail down Loch Fyne to Skipness point on just a
jib and reefed main. Past there, the wind picked up and
we dropped the mainsail altogether. After that, we were
making six knots on the jib alone, which was a bit of a
novelty for Arlil! Big waves coming up from Kilbrannon
Sound made the passage very uncomfortable and for
a while both captain and crew were wearing lifelines
in the cockpit (for the first time ever), so we decided to
head for Lamlash (no, still not somewhere we haven’t
been before) instead of Troon. The speed fell to 3-4 knots
crossing Brodick Bay, but as we came up on Holy Isle
the wind picked up again, threatening to blow us on to
the lighthouse. Time for the engine to go on! So there
was much consternation when the cooling water didn’t
appear to be coming through and the engine started
overheating. It’s safe to say that the crew was becoming
somewhat upset, not to mention mutinous, at this point;
however, the captain managed to sort it out fairly quickly
with an assortment of screwdrivers, wrenches, brute
force and sweary words. We picked up one mooring and
thought we were set, until a good Samaritan came racing
out from the shore in rough seas in a dinghy and pointed
out that we were drifting all over the shop. We managed
to pick up another (good) one at 19.25. Our arrivals drink
was a large, and very soothing, cup of tea! And it’s safe to
say that we were far too tired to think about exploring the
fleshpots of Lamlash.

Day nine
Forecast: Wind S 3-4 increasing 5-7 veering SW later. Sea
state smooth/slight.
Left Lamlash at 9.20 under sail. The winds were all over
the place until well past Holy Isle. We almost unreefed
the main, but two minutes later were very glad indeed
that we hadn’t. So the forecast was somewhat awry.
The winds were blowing at least 5-6, if not more, and
definitely not from the south. The sea was definitely not
smooth; think extremely ‘moderate’ verging on rough.
The steering was very heavy and so difficult that we had
to take turns and we had to take a zig-zag approach to
cope with the waves, but we were determined to get
across before the weather deteriorated further, so we left
all three sails up. We made it to Troon about 13.50 and
promptly grounded ourselves trying to get to the floating
pontoon! Low tide was past however, so we were off
again in ten minutes. Crew came up o deck with a plate
of sandwiches to find the captain frantically fending off
other boats. Sandwiches safely stowed (priorities after
all!), crew took over the job while the captain started
the engine and we made it to the pontoon. As the crew
staggered up the gangway with arms full of clobber,
she was met by the lovely Babs, who said we couldn’t
possibly go out in this weather – the Arran ferry had
been cancelled because the sea was too rough. We felt
like serious sailors after that! We put the boat to bed
and went home having gone precisely nowhere that we
hadn’t been before!
PS The sealegs were horrible and the crew was actually
landsick in the middle of the night!
Close encounter with MFV Amy Harris
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The Commodore
and her (bigger)boat

Helen Thomson was born and brought up in Troon,
attending Troon Primary and Marr College. At secondary
school, Helen did the usual Marr activities of music –
flute and choir and, of course, hockey. Standing for long
periods of time on cold hockey pitches retrospectively
proved to be great training for sailing.
Helen graduated from Glasgow University with a
Bachelor of Accountancy – graduating in 1991. She then
went onto train with Ernest & Young in Glasgow passing
her Chartered Accountancy exams with the Institute
of Chartered Accountancy of Scotland in 1994. She
currently runs her own practice.
In 1994 Helen married Jim, an Aircraft Engineer, having
met through their shared passion for the hills. Many,
if not all weekends, were spent climbing, walking and
skiing in either Scotland or the Alps. Together they
tentatively tried some initial sailing courses with a sailing
school based in Croabh Haven. An early introduction to
the fantastic scenery of Mull, Iona, Coll and back through
Corryvreckan sowed the seed of an idea to eventually
own their own boat. This was further reinforced when
Helen was Jim’s guest on the Scottish Mountaineering
Clubs centenary sailing meet. A glorious week of
sunshine took Helen to Dibidil on Rum and the pleasure
of a traverse of the Rum Cuillin to meet the boat at Loch
Scresort. From there they crossed to Skye and the Dubh
Ridge was ticked off followed by a refreshing swim in
Loch Coruisk before returning to the Mary Bryant for a
‘Sealeg’ the
Thomson’s
Hereshoff 28
As far as they are
aware there are
no other H28’s
based in the UK.

well earned dinner and an impromptu ceilidh on the
deck. Many weekends were spent aboard Hecla, an
Achilles 9m, belonging to friends John Peden and Brian
Duchart. The combination of hill and sea, provided
many adventures.
Each month the sailing magazines were scoured for a
suitable first boat. Eventually, Alouette a Westerly Cirrus
was purchased and adventures took on a much more
nautical theme. Helen was never going to be a backseat
driver on the boat and many new skills were learnt and
applied. Day skipper, Yachtmaster, Yachtmaster Ocean
theory courses were all passed with flying colours. VHF
and Diesel Engine maintenance completed the set.
Alouette was cruised all over the Clyde for the next four
years until Nathalie was born.
Helen and Jim traded up to Canty, a Twister, in 2000
following the birth of Nathalie in 1999. Summer 2000
saw Helen and her family take Canty up through the
Crinan Canal and onto Tobermory and back for a very
successful cruise. The club awarded them the Saturn
Trophy for this cruise. The following year’s cruise was
cut short due to Nathalie’s health taking a turn for the
worse and the west coast was put on hold for a while.
In 2003 Canty was sold but the draw of the sea saw
them take up ownership of Sealeg, a Hereshoff 28, in
2005. Sealeg is very much a bigger Twister with similar
handling characteristics.

Sealeg’s History
Sealeg was built by John Dalby. He was an interesting
character who wrote many articles for the sailing
press and, reading between the lines, was quite an
accomplished mountaineer coming to sailing through a
love of climbing and the outdoors, much like Helen and
Jim. While in New Zealand on a world circumnavigation
in a Wanderer 32, his sailing partner pulled out and the
Wanderer was sold. With his share John bought the bare
hull and deck of a GRP Herreshoff H28. He put quarter
of a ton extra ballast in the keel and gave it extra sail
area by adding the bowsprit. Whilst fitting out Sealeg he
met Ros who cruised with him in Sealeg for the next 10
or 12 years. The maiden voyage was across to Australia
then back to NZ. He took about 60 days to sail across to
South America, where he cruised the islands on the west
coast rounding Cape Horn to the Falkland Islands where
he worked for a while. He then carried on up to the
Carribean and through Panama Canal to Vancouver and
cruised up through the islands to Anchorage returning
to NZ via the South Pacific. He intended to become a
resident of NZ but Ros called off the relationship and
refused to sign a sponsorship paper to get him in. So
he left and went across to Australia where he cruised
the Great Barrier Reef. John took on a crew, 28 year old
Nicole Tarlton who crewed a trip to South Africa, then
left. John died and the boat was abandoned in Portugal.
About ten years ago Helen and Jim were visiting a
friend in Gibraltar and to cut a long story short ended up
having a beer on Sealeg. Jim Hayes had bought her after
John Dalby’s death. He moved her south to Gibraltar,
cruised the Moroccan coast and out to the Azores and
back. She was then moved to Edinburgh and put her
up for sale as Jim’s attentions had turned to sailing
the East Coast of Greenland with a friend. Helen and
Jim found her on the internet and soon the deal was
concluded and they became the proud owners of Sealeg.
Jim Hayes gave them a hand to bring her through the
Forth and Clyde Canal to Troon. Later, Jim was tragically
lost overboard in big seas while on passage home from
Greenland.
Nothing much has changed onboard Sealeg since
John Dalby built her. The decks have been repainted.
The mast is still the same wooden one described in
John’s magazine articles. The steelwork has been
replaced around the bow and stern as have been the
stanchion bases and stanchions. She still has the same
twin forestay arrangement going to the masthead.
Interestingly you now see ‘scutter rigs’ described on
the internet although John Dalby referred to a ‘slutter
rig’ in his magazine articles. Down below the paraffin
stove and tilley lamp are gone but the paraffin lamps
on the bulkhead are still there. The sea toilet has been
replaced by a lavac. Upholstery may have been original
but it has been replaced! The sails are still the tan
original yankee etc as is the roachless and battenless
mainsail. Very much a cruising mans wardrobe! The
gunwale and rubbing strake on the starboard side were
in poor condition and had to be replaced. The engine
was replaced with a two cylinder Yanmar prior to the
Thomsons buying her.
A boat with a history indeed!
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Greek Island
Sailing
Interested? Let me organise a trip for you to
the delights of the Aegean Sea in a top of the
range sailing yacht. October is a great time to
experience this, and I would be happy to organise
flights and the charter to take the hassle of all
that out of your hands.
Give me a buzz on 07955 853558 to chat, and let’s
go sailing!
John Woods (Free Spirit)

Voyager…Contessa…Beneteau…Bavaria…

CB MARINE SERVICES
www.cbmarineservices.co.uk
Yacht and Small Craft
Surveys
Colin Brown B.Sc. GradIIMS DipMarSur

Contact us for obligation free, friendly advice.
Scotland wide. Fully insured.

01436 675378 : 07775 927370
colin@cbmarineservices.co.uk

Nicholson…Sadler…Moody…Dufour…Elan
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G Ron Balish ~ Honorary Member

Ainslie McCrindle ~ 1945 – 2010

It is with great sadness we have to report the death
on Saturday 18 December of G Ron Balish, Honorary
Member of the Club, a honour bestowed on Ron in 1994 in
recognition of his tireless efforts on the Club’s behalf.

Ainslie, who had two brothers Ian and Alistair, was a
native of Ayr and was educated at Ayr Academy.

The Club owes a great deal to Ron, who was instrumental
in negotiating the lease to secure our position within
the Marina, obtained between the Consortium headed
by Sir Robin Knox-Johnston and the Docks Board
which was finally signed in October 1985, when Ron
was commended for his efforts and professionalism in
reaching a satisfactory conclusion to these protracted
negotiations. Although Ron served on the Council for a
number of years, and became a Flag Officer, he resisted
the honour of becoming Commodore. A full resume of
his efforts on behalf of the club and indeed his many
capabilities, can be found in the History of the Club.
W extend sincere condolences to Mrs Marian Balish and
the families of Eric, Sheona and Malcolm.

TROON CRUISING CLUB COUNCIL 2011
Back row left to right - George Whiteside, Jim Short, Phil Beard, Jack Gairns, Robin Ferguson, Babs Henderson, Gary Muir,
Ewan Black, Kyle Stewart: Front row left to right - Ken Stott, John Haston, Helen Thomson, David Hutton, Doug Lamont.
(not present: John Hall)

Fitter Out

by ‘Marcus’ from CCC Journal 1913

What is this I see before mine eyes?
A form in stained and tattered dungarees,
A scraper in his hand, one finger clad

On a personal note I would like to say farewell and thanks
for everything to a friend, adviser and mentor over the
years.
Babs Henderson

Aged 14 he signed on to receive an engineering
apprenticeship in the RAF and on completion of his
training continued to serve in the RAF as an armourer,
leaving in 1985 at the rank of sergeant. As an interested
sailor Ainslie took full advantage of the facilities offered
by HM Forces whilst stationed in Germany and enjoyed
a fair bit of sailing on the Baltic aboard the RAF fleet of
boats. He advanced his sailing by undertaking an RYA Day
Skipper course, which was run by another RAF regular
Martin McArthur. In his last years with the RAF Ainslie
owner a small sailing boat which he kept on a mooring on
the River Tay.
On leaving HM service he moved house and home to
Troon and after a short spell he became my neighbour
in Portland Terrace. He continued his work in the armed
services by taking up a position with the RN Armaments
Depot in Beith where he remained until his retiral in 2010.
Ainslie started to sail with me as he was looking after a
Westerly 33 Ketch called Lindane which belonged to one
of his RAF friends who was still posted abroad. Around
this time he attended and passed the Yachtmaster
Certificate course. In latter years Ainslie purchased Blue
Hackle, the Top Hat which he had watched being restored
by me and in which he became a successful competitor in
Troon events.
Ainslie had been a member of TCC for several years. Those
who got to know him, despite his low profile, found
him to be a well-mannered man, extremely courteous
and a delightful acquaintance. As such he will be badly
missed. He was predeceased by his wife Nan in 2009 and
is survived by his daughters Alison and Fiona and sons
David and Simon.
John MacKinnon

In filthy rags, all gory with his blood.
And wherefore doth he toil so frenziedly
On yonder hulk, which seemeth scarce to bear
The semblance of a ship? Good stranger, that
Is one of nature’s quaint anomolies,

fair winds

A man who sweats and toils, for many months
To undergo discomforts on the sea,
And miserable hours of leisure,
He, paradoxically, deems it pleasure!
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This is not an advertisment

Change to Gas Oil (Diesel) Supplies
as from January 2011
Regulations have changed regarding the supply of
gas oil for marine use. All gas oil for non-road use
must now not contain more than 10mg of sulphur
per kilogram of fuel — ie it must be virtually
sulphur free.
The gas oil that Largs and Troon Yacht Havens
will be selling from January 2011 will be FAME/
Biodiesel free.
FAME (fatty acid methyl ester)/biodiesel fuel is
suseptible to biological growth and can cause
fouling and blocking of fuel filters. For this reason
Largs and Troon Yacht Havens will not be selling
this fuel.
It is recommended that when filling your boat at
other locations, you check that the fuel is FAME/
Biodiesel free. This will prevent the increased risk
of problems occurring especially when your boat is
left idle for a period especially over the winter.
FAME/Biodiesel as sold in filling stations may also
damage rubber seals on older marine engines and
fuel tanks and systems.
More information can be obtained from the British
Marine Federation at
www.londonboatshow.com/pdf/Fuel%20
update%206Dec.pdf
or your engine manufacturer.
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Your First Port Of
Call On The Clyde
Troon Yacht Haven would like to congratulate
Troon Cruising Club on reaching their 50th Birthday!

• Fully serviced 400 berth marina
• 50 ton hoist
• 25 ton mobile crane
• Undercover repair facilities
• Brokerage & new boat sales
• Well stocked chandlers
• Open 24 hours for diesel sales
• Large selection of on site service companies
Award winning Scott's Bar & Restaurant open all year.
10 Minutes from Glasgow Prestwick Airport
TROON YACHT HAVEN
The Harbour Troon
Ayrshire KA10 6DJ
Tel: 01292 315553
Email: troon@yachthavens.com

www.yachthavens.com

